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Fiscal analyst says
spending cutbacks
not necessary yet

CHECK THE BOARD — Murray State coach Frank Beamer appears to be reminding his Eastern Kentucky hosts about the Racers
6-point advantage late in the game. Actually he's directing his
defenders to play deeper against the Colonel's passing attack. Mur-

ray State lost a heartbreaker at Richmond, 21-20, in the first night
game ever played at Hanger Field. For game stories and photos,see
today's sports section, Pages 1243.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

MSU seeks to operate gaseous diffusion plant
Murray State University has
joined the ranks of more than 50
corporations and univdtsities
seeking to operate a gaseous diffusion plant near Paducah.
The Union Carbide Corporation
Nuclear-Division, which has been
operating the facilities under a
contract with the U.S. Department of Energy, announced in
May it would not seek a renewal of
its current contract which expires
In September 1983.
Murray has filed the necessary
letter of intent, but the question of
filing an official application will
be up to the DOE, explained Dr.
Marshall Gordon, vice-president
for university services.
Union Carbide also has been
under contract to operate three
facilities located in Oak Ridge,
Tenn. — the National Laboratory,
the Y-12 nuclear weapons facility
and the gaseous diffusion enrichment plant.
"The letter of intent is 'a matter
of DOE proceedure," explained
Gordon. It is a preliminary to the
actual filing of an application and
is a necessary step in the operation of many cooperations.
According to Gordo, MSU's let-

cloudiness
Today considerable
cloudiness with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Highs in the
upper 60s. Southwest winds 10
to 20 mph. Tonight partly
cloudy with lows in the mid to
upper 40s. Light southwest
winds. Saturday partly cloudy
with highs in the upper 60s.
Southwest winds 5 to 15 mph.
Sunday through Tuesday:
Partly cloudy skies and mild
temperatures. Highs will be
mostly in the 60s with overnight
lows ranging from the middle
30s to the middle 40s.
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ter of intent was filed in the interest of seeing apporximately
1,400 jobs remain here in western
Kentucky. "We feel like Murray
State University has an important
role in the economic development
of the region," he said.
"In addition, we feel from the
standpoint of experience, it would
be outstanding for our students.
More of them are having to work
and go to school at the same
time...student financial aid is on
the decline," he continued.
Gordon noted that further
discussion among the administration and the board of regents
would be necessary should the

DOE ask Murray to submit their
application.
Among those corporations and
wliversites who have tiled letters
of intent for consideration,of one
or all of the plants are the University of Tennessee, Tennessee
Technological University, the
Technology for Energy Corporation, Oak Ridge Associated
Universities, Vanderbilt University, Lockheed Corporation,
Goodyear Tire and Rubber,
McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics
Co., Rockwell International Corporation, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation and the Boeing Corn-

piny.
In a measure to allow the
Department of Energy ample
time ese securing a replacement,
Union Carbide has agreed to continue operating the plants for
some three years after their expired contract.
"The extent of student involvement remains to be seen," commented Gordon in reference to the
amount of student employment
possible at the Paducah plant.
The university currently has little experience in manufacturing
plants — one disadvantage Murray would have to overcome.

Federal loans may cost state next year
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Human Resources Cabinet received the legal okay Friday to continue borrowing money from the
federal government to pay for
unemployment insurance
benefits.
However, Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams said a
favorable opinion from state Attorney General Steve Beshear
does not answer the problem of
coming up with the money the
state will need next year for interest payments.
Beshear said there is not constitutional or legal barrier to the
state payment the federal government interest on the money it borrows.
And Beshear said the state can
continue to borrow money knowing that a special fund used to pay
the interest might be depleted.
Kentucky is having to borrow up
to $51 million from the federal
government to cover unemployment claims for the remainder of
this year because state funds have
become exhausted due to higher

than expected unemployment.
The federal government has
begun charging 10 percent interest on such loans and Kentucky
owes nearly $250,000 interest this
month from money borrowed
earlier.
Adams asked Beshear for an
opinion on the constitutionality of
the state paying the interest.
Beshear said the interest can be
legally paid because money other
than general fund dollars will be
used.
John Cubine, commissioner of
the Bureau of Social Insurance,
told Beshear that there are sufficient funds in a special Penalties
and Interest Account to pay the interest.
The P and I Account is for
penalties levied for late payment
of unemployment insurance taxes
by employers.
Beshear noted that the entire
program of unemployment insurance. benefits is funded from
taxes on employers and there are
no general fund appropriations for
such benefits.
Adams said he was also concerned about next year, when the

interest is expected to be around
$7.7 million, which is more than is
in the P and I Account.
Beshear said he still did not see
a constitutional problem.
He said the only two sections of
the state constitution that might
apply limit the ability of state
agencies to incur debts.
Beshear said the Human
Resources Cabinet could go ahead
arid borrow the money, knowing it
would be subject to interest
payments, without violating the
constitution.
He said recent court decisions in
Kentucky have upheld such a
view.
"The Court has determined
there was no liability created
against future general revenues
but only a mitre possibility of
liability and that a mere possiblity
of liability did not offend the constitution," Beshear said.
Adams said this year's interest
payment will be made within a
few days. However, he said that if
there is not special session of the
General Assembly, or a special
session does not address the problem.

September economic figures increase
WASHINGTON (AP) — A key comments embargoed for use
government economic forecasting\ afterward.
In those remarks, prepared for
gauge rose 0.5 percent in
September, reversing an August a Republican rally in Salt Lake Cidecline and sending a positive new ty, Reagan said: "This morning,
signal for recovery from the Americans awoke to see another
recession, government figures in- patch of blue. The leading indicators. which measure the vital
dicated today.
In addition to being apparent life signs of our economy to
good news for the national forecast its future direction, were
economy, the new gain in the In- up in September.
"Pretty soon, even the die-hard
dex of Leading Indicators was
bound to be welcomed by Presi- doom-peddlers will have to admit
dent Reagan, whose economic it: America is on her way back,
policies are a main issue in Tues- and we will lead the way out of this
worldwide recession."
day's congressional elections.
As for where the economy is
In fact, White House aides
distributed copies of the presi- now, separate government
dent's happy reaction even before reports have said recently that:
—Production is still slow, as
the report was issued, with the

shown by September's 0.6 percent
decline in factory output.
—Unemployment is still rising.
hitting a 42-year high of 10.1 percent of the labor force in
September.
—Inflation is still at a relatively
low level, as shown by
September's small 0.2 percent increase in consumer prices.
—And retail sales are rising at
least moderately, up 1 percent in
September after a similar decline
in August.
Most economists expect little
growth in the national economy in
the current October-December
period, making it the third
relatively flat quarter since the
(Continued On Page 2)

By SY RAY
Lynch's finnuite was that Ow
Associated Press Writer
Mate would have a 151 4 million
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) The shortfall which, if the surplus
General Assembly's fiscal analyst
were geed, would amount to a net
sees less cause for alarm than the PI 4 million
administration over a potential
Revenue Department
budget deficit this Racal year.
spokesman said they were not
Larry Lynch of Transylvania
prepared yet to make any official
University told legislators on
projections M how tlw fiscal year
Thursday that It would be
will turn out
premature to cut spending now
They raised another gloomy
because of a possible shortfall.
probsbility, saying that the doublThat view was somewhat at ing of the federal tax on cigarettes
variance with the administra- could cut use of cigarettes to a
tion's indication last week- that
point where Kentucky would lose
there could be a shortfall of up to an additional $1 million annually
$110 million this fiscal year and
in cigarette tax receipts
therefore cutbacks would be
Meantime, the legislature's
necessary.
analyst studying Brown's proposThe date Revenue Department ed business activities tax again
and Lynch often differ on revenue lambasted the concept
estimates.
In his last appearance before
HOWWW, Lynch said that even
the committee, Don Soule. a
In the "worst case" scenario — a
University of Kentucky economics
shortfall of 181.2 million — there
professor, had labeled the proposseems no compelling reason to ed tax "a dog "
reduce the current budget outlay.
This time he called it "the most
"The worst case estimate is not awful tax ever invented
realistic, however, because there atrocious "
is no reason to believe that the rest
However. Brown has his own
of fiscal 1982-83 will be like the consultants working on some form
first quarter," Lynch said.
of the tax, and this has been
"The U.S. and Kentucky
broadened to changes in much of
economies are growing, albeit Kentucky's tax system
slowly, and state government tax
Instead of a projected 2 percent
revenues will soon begin growin business activities tax, the adfaster."
ministration is thinking now about
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has ask- 0.5 percent, coupled with a 1 pered his cabinet secretaries to cent flat rate personal income tax
cievelop contingency pions involv- and elimination of deductibility
ing a b percent budget cut this for federal income tax that is paid
year.
After the appropriations CUm
Lynch told the interim Ap- mince told Soule he might be callpropriations and Revenue Com- ed back later should the ad
mittee that if the "worst case" ministration's plan heroic the
budget deficit loomed, there is a professor quipped "I have a
surplus of about $30 million to help publication on the flat rate income
offset it.
tax if anyone's Interested."
When Secretary of the Cabinet
Soule's view on that, as expressGeorge Fischer announced the ed to a reporter afterwards, was
possible shortfall last week in that "it's a crazy idea
if only
Brown's absence, he said the ad- Kentucky does it and the nation
ministration prefers not to use up doesn't"
He also predicted that chances
the surplus if that can be avoided.
The governor's fiscal officials of passage by the General
had expressed concern when Assembly would be 'remote"
revenue collections for the first
Soule said the 1976 study which
quarter of the fiscal year showed he and Clyde Bates of Georgetown
that the sales Las brought no in- College conducted on•flat rate increase — for the first time in come rate was devoted partly to
history — and that coal severance suggestions on how the concept
might be made workable
Lax receipts were declining.
He said one approach is for no
Lynch said that the slump in
coal tax collections would affect exemptions, collecting the tax at
coal counties as much as the state, the source — such as from
since those counties get half of all paychecks - and use of a refund
to correct inequities in tax burden
receipts over $177 million.
Then, Soule said, nobody would
He suggested that the state
determine how things are going in have to file any tax return, merely
the next three fiscal months a form to obtain any refund due
"Most scholars still feel it's a
before taking any action to cut
crazy idea." he said
spending.

Most Americans
to gain one hour
ofsleep this weekend
By H.JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most Americans set their clocks an hour
back this weekend, marking the end of another year's daylightsaving time.
Daylight-saving time, which began last March, formally ends at 2
a.m. local time Sunday when clocks are set back one hour. Many
Americans will already have done so before going to bed Saturday
night.
Remember the adage: "Spring forward,fall back."
The exceptions are people in Arizona, Hawaii and the eastern time
zones of Indiana. who have lived under standard time all along
Those states and counties have elected to keep standard tine year
around, an option allowed under federal law.
Congress for years has been toying with the idea of extending the
daylight-saving season But so far the proposed changes have not
garnered enough support in both the Howe and Senate at the same
time.
One bill passed by the House, but killed in the Senate. called for
daylight time to begin two months earlier — in the first week of
March instead of the last week of April.
An aide to one congressman who supports extension said an effort
to revive the issue will be made early in 1983, but with a new Congress in session the campaign will have to Mart frorn the beginning.
Daylight-saving time was first used during World War I and again
during World War n, but it did not becomes national law until 1918.
although the idea goes back as long as the nation. Ben Franklin first
suggested moving clocks ahead in dimmer MI years ago.
Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash., a supporter of extending the daryliat
time, says the change could save 100,000 barrels of oil a day. But he
also likes the summer hours because, "It more closely reflects the
way the vast majority of Americans spend then time."
•
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in election

School board candidatesresponse to questions
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following text includes responses
from city and county school board
candidates to questions from the
Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters. All candidates
received the questions but not all
submitted answers. Because of
space limitations, photos of candidates are not included.
Candidates include, for city
school board — Bill Adams, Doris
Cella, Don Henry and Tom
Rushing (three seats open), and
for county school board, District I
— Lou Huie, Walter Byars and Hal
Winchester (one seat) — and
District Ill — Bob Nanney, Don
Johnson, Floyd Dawson and Jerry
Overbey (one seat).
Joan Weber, League voter service chairman, issued the following statement:
"The League of Women Voters
Is a non-partisan organization
whose purpose is to promote active and informed citizen participation in government. A wellinformed citizenry is of paramount importance at election
time. For this reason the MurrayCalloway County League of
Women Voters recently asked
each candidate running for either
a city or a county school board
position to respond to a questionnaire designed by the League to
reflect common community concerns.
"We thank each candidate who
responded for cooperating with us
In serving the citizens of our community.
"The MCCLWV releases this information neither to endose nor to
reject the views of any candidates
quoted. It does not assume responsibility for the contents of any candidate's replies. Responses of the
candidates are unedited and are
presented in the order in which
their names will appear on the
Nov.2 ballot."
• • •
Why do you want to be a
member of the board of education
and what will you contribute to the
education community?
Calloway
Nanney — "I want to be a board
member because I feel there is a
need for better communication,
not only to other board members,
but to the superintendent and
most especially to the people
represented."
Johnson — "I have a child in
school now and another which will
be in three years. I want to try to
the best of my ability to see that
our children will receive the best
education possible."
Overbey — "As a youth I was
helped by others; I want the
chance to pay it back.
"I want to put the child first and
not miss the goal of education
which is to be able to compete in
the open job market or if he
decides to enter college, to be
prepared to advance his education.
"I want our children not to be
just equal but to have the edge
over those of other districts."
Calloway I
Huie — "I have three school-age
children; a freshman, a sixth
grader and a fifth grader, and I
am genuinely concerned about
their education as well as that of
all the children in our county. The
competition in the job market is
much greater today than it was
just a few short years ago with expectations of it increasing every
day. Our youth must be well
educated in order to be prepared
for this upon completion of their
studies, whether it be high school
or on the college level. I hope to
contribute in some way perhaps
by just being a concerned parent,
citizen or taxpayer."
Byars — "Education is the
future. I believe that one of the
major responsibilities of my
generation is to prepare our young
people to be good citizens and succeed in a fast and changing world.
In order to accomplish this, they
must have the very best elementary and secondary training that
we as a community can provide.
"I want to continue to be a
member of the board of education
because I am interested in the
youth of our community and the
quality of education they receive.
I will do my best to be fair with
everyone and make sound decisions on school programs and
board policies."
City board
Cella — "I am interested in serving on the board of education
because I have three children in
the Murray City Schools. Two
have been enrolled for the past
seven years and a third in now in
kindergarten. Another reason is
that I have a strong commitment
to the public schools, having spent
my entire life in public education.
I have worked with other people's
children at the preschool level as a
parent volunteer and as a teacher
in a variety of situations ranging
from basic skills to,honors' level
instruction: as a repult, I think I

understand children's needs and
appreciate their wide range of
skills. I also became a candidate
to offer the citizens of Murray a
choice of representation on the
board of education. Voters are entitled to a board elected by choice,
not by default. Finally, as parent
and taxpayer, I am concerned
that the Murray City Schools'
tradition of excellence be preserved. I believe I can offer a fresh and
independent viewpoint in
establishing priorites and making
decisions required by the current
situation of budget constraints,
declining enrollment, and public
demands for effective schooling."
Rushing — "I am interested in
the city schools' educational prograin. I am experienced having
served six years as a member of
the Murray School Board and as a
leader and administrator for ten
years. I am educated, receiving
my high school diploma from
Murray High School in 1956, my
B.S. degree from MSU in 1960, my
M.A. degree from MSU in 1965,
and I have also completed 30
hours beyond my M.A. My entire
effort if elected will be to upgrade
and maintain the high excellence
of education the Murray City
School System has always exhibited."
•

•

•

What are the responsibilities of
the school board to the following:
superintendent, parents, taxpayers,staff and students?
Calloway III
Nanney — "A board member's
responsiblity to the superintendent is to communicate the feelings of the people he represents to
the superintendent, either pro or
con, and also work with him for
the betterment of the school
system.
"A member's responsibility to
the parents and taxpayers is to
give their children the best possible education with the resources
available, and to sound their am
proval or disapproval on any
given subject at the board
meetings.
"A member's responsibility to
the staff is to allow them to communicate their views and or problems to the board without fear of
reprisal. They should be able to
work in a climate where they can
do their job effectively.
"A member's responsibility to
the students is to give them fair
and equal education. The students
are of the utmost importance and
we should help guide them during
their school years."
Johnson — "Superintendent —
to listen to his recomendations
and vote accordingly.
"Parents — to see that our
children have the best teachers,
facilities, etc.
"Taxpayers — to see that tax
dollars are used in the most efficient manner.
"Staff — to be treated fairly and
that they have the necessary tools
to educate our children.
"Students — to see that they
have the best possible environment for a progressive education."
Overbey — "I would like to
reverse this list and put the
students first because our first
responsibility is to the student.
"Student — to do everything
possible for a quality education as
long as it is legally and morally
right.
"Staff — to have a good working
relationship with them and listen
to their ideas for the betterment of
the old.
"Taxpayers — to spend their
money wisely.
"Parents — to be available
when any concern arises.
"Superintendent — to work in
harmony for the betterment of all
the above."
Calloway I
Buie — "In my estimation there
should be a good, open working
relationship with the superintendent and staff. Each board
member should have an open
mind and listening ear to parents,
taxpayers and students.
Sometimes we adults seem to
forget that our chilren have minds
of their own and many, many
times have some very worthwhile
and meaningful ideas and suggestions. A board member should
make decisions wisely and at all
times be unbiased in his or her
decisions that affect so many people. A board member is elected by
the people and should reflect or
sound their opinions and feelings.,,
Byars — "The major responsibility of the school board to the
superintendent is to provide good
and clear board policies. The
board should also encourage the
superintendent to seek and
develop good programs and projects.
"The school board is responsible for providing the necessary
equipment and supplies for the
staff to do the best job possible. I
belicive compassion, enthusiasm

and encouragement are key ingredients of board and staff relations.
The board's overall responsibility
to parents, taxpayers and
students is to provide the best
learning environment possible
with the available resources."
City board
Cella — "School board
members serve as guardians of
the public interest. In keeping
with this role, they are responsible
for providing an educational program which meets the needs and
desires of the community. It is the
board's responsibility to provide a
climate for staff and students
which enhance* teaching and learning. To this end, a board hires a
superintendent and staff and provides appropriate facilities. One
of the board's most important
tasks is to insure that the
superintendent functions effectively and efficiently."
Rushing — "The responsibility
of any good school board member
Is to listen intently to the
superintendent, parents, taxpayers, staff and students. They
must then take the facts, study
them intelligently and collectively
and make decisions and policies
that will be best for the students of
their school districts."
• • •
How would you as an individual
school board member communicate with the superintendent,
parents, taxpayers, staff and
students?
Calloway III
Nanney — "I would communicate with the superintendent
on a one-on-one basis and in board
meetings, expressing the views of
those I represent, and try to
change his view when it becomes
necessary.
"I would communicate with the
parents and the taxpayers by
always having an open ear for
their problems and would try to
help them solve them.
"The staff and students can be
communicated with with
understanding and patience.
"All of the above should be no
problem as long as we follow the
Golden Rule."
Johnson — "Open board
meetings, newsletters, open phone
and PTC meetings."
Overbey — "Face-to-face and
honestly."
Calloway I
Huie — "To reiterate my last
statement, I will work deligently
with the superintendent, staff,
parents, taxpayers and students
in order that we may have a high
quality school system. I certainly
feel that our county school system
is one of the best in the state of
Kentucky and would hope for it to
remain so. Any organization or
board cannot thrive or function
properly without the input of the
citizens or individuals affected by
It. Those that I have reference to
are you and me.I will be available
to those in my district who have
elected me to represent them and
make their voices heard at all
times."
Byars — "Communication is the
main factor in any relationship. I
will continue to encourage input
and suggestions from the community, staff and students. I will
be available to discuss school
business and board policies with
individuals or groups. Honesty
and fairness will lead to good communications between the school
board and everyone involved."
City board
Cella — 'The superintendent is
the agency through whom the
board should communicate most
frequently with staff and students,
but the board should make
available to these groups regular
opportunities to express their concerns. The general public, including taxpayers and parents,
must be offered similar opportunities. The key to a successful school system is the kind
and degree of open, frank communication between the
superintendent and all board
members."
Rushing — "I would hope that
the superintendent, parents, taxpayers, staff and students of my
school district feel they can communicate with me openly and
freely at any time. I am certainly
not opposed to citizen advisory
committees, committees from
school staff and any other groups
that are formed to better the
educational enviorrunent of our
district. We have always encouraged this as long as I have
been a member of this board."
• • •
Name three strengths and three
weaknesses in the school system.
Calloway 111
Nanney — "The strength is the
general attitude of the people to
have the best education for their
children. They show this by their
support of various school functions, such as sports, band and
other activities.

-A second strength is the fact
that we are blessed with, on the
meet part, teachers that have a
concern for the children and have
the interest of the children at
heart.
"The third strength is the nice,
comfortable facilities in which to
educate our children.
"The first and perhaps most
noticeable weakness is the past
practice of hiring and firing personnel.
"The second would be the inability of the board to hear and
adhear to the wishes and demands
of the parents and teachers. Communication Problem.
"The third is over expenditure;
paying for the nice facilities; having to charge a $25 fee; a strong
need to settle and dispense with
the tax problem with the Murray
City System."
Johnson — "Strengths — administration, facilities and
transportation system.
"The only weakness I can see is
lack of communication between
schools and parents."
Overbey — "Strengths —
academics,staff and facilities.
"Weaknesses — vocatienal opportunity, drugs and alcohol,
students not furthering their
education."
Calloway I
Huie — "I cannot name three
strengths or weaknesses in our
system. I feel that any school
system has its strengths or
weaknesses depending on how one
looks at them. We have many good
programs and they should be expanded. Our gifted and talented
program should be not only
challenging to those students involved but interesting as well. A
child's mind never ceases to ask
the questions of How?, Why?,
What?, and When? Answer these
questions for them! A coach is
judged each and every time his
team goes on the field or court,
how often is an English teacher
judged, or a math teacher, or
science or P.E.? The demands are
great on our youth, give them the
tools with which to work and then
help and guide them in sharpening
them."
Byars — 'Three of the strengths
fit the Ceiba/ay Coda)/ Sthool
System are ari,outglariding staff,
well-rounded-061AM* and-rdi5d
students from a good community.
"Three weaknesses of the
Calloway County School System
are the need of a more advanced
computer training program, improving the percentage of our
graduating seniors attending college and the need to reduce the
drop-out rate."
City board
Cella — "Our system is strong
because it encourages individual
attention and provides numerous
opportunities for leadership and
participation without the accompanying problems and impersonal atmosphere often found in a
large system. Having an experienced, well-trained staff is a
second strength and the board
must caputalize on this asset by
providing ample opportunities for
the staff to continue their professional growth. A third strength is
the good learning climate in our
community. Because we have
good students, interested parents
and excellent educational
resources, we can promote quality
education.
"Areas of weakness include
lack of adequate communication
between the board and its public,
Insufficient involvement in longrange curricular and extracurricular planning and lack of coordination among the faculties and
administrators of the different
schools."
Rushing — "One of the strong
points of the Murray Independent
District is the academic excellence it has always maintained.
Seventy-nine percent of Murray
High graduates attend college.
This is one of the highest in the
state of Kentucky.
"The overall pupil-teacher ratio
from kindergarten through
twelfth grade is outstanding,
something like 16 students to one
teacher.
"The outstanding pupil participation in a good extracurricular activity program is a big
plus for the Murray Independent
District. In a recent survey, it was
found the majority of all students
participate in some sort of extracurricular activity.
"One weakness experienced by
the Murray Independent District
is that the city school district and
the city limits don't coincide. This
makes it almost impossible for the
Murray School District to expand.
Consequently this has placed a
burden or future growth.
"The State Foundation Program is so structured that by having declining enrollment it has
placed a burden on our system to
educate our children.
"We have one elementary facility that needs to upgrade it all-

purpose room."
• • •
How would you work to
Strengthen the areas of weakness?
Callaway III
Nanney — "I would do
everything possible to see that
personnel are hired based on their
qualifications and not based on
their race, religion, color or
political affilation. Performance
In the classroom should be a
Strong consideration in the decision to dismiss. I would like to see
local qualified people have the
first opportunity at openings.
"I would strive to make it known
that I would have an open ear and
would hope the teachers would
know they could come forward
with problems without fear of
reprisal.
"I would hope that I could encourage the board to limit any
new or unnecessary expenditures
until we have a better employment and economic picture."
Johnson — "Try for a monthly
or bi-monthly newsletter to the
parents."
Overbey — "Vocational opportunity — computer classes
because the future is in computers; welding classes, more
mechanic classes because they
are overloaded now.
"Drugs and alcohol — more
drug and alcohol education, not
only for the students, but for the
parents. One child on drugs or
alcohol is a major concern for all.
"Students not furthering their
education — counseling the
students in areas that will be most
beneficial to them in later life."
Calloway I
Huie — "I think that any time an
organization feels they are the
best they can possibly a serious
mistake has been made. We
should never stop trying to improve on what we offer our
students and should always strive
to increase on those opportunities.
Weaknesses are nothing but
underdeveloped strengths."
Byars — "Computer training is

being offered on a limited basis in
some math and baldness and office clams at the high school and
on a limited basis at the elementary schools in the gifted 041
talented program. I will cantinde
to support the development of
computer training in our system.
"We need to continue to develop
our curriculum and counseling
programs in order to encourage
our students to continue their
education past high school.
"Our drop-out rate is not excessive compared to other
districts, however, any percentage is too high. We need to
develop our vocational training to
benefit the potential drop-out student."
Cy board
Cella — "The board must
develop a dialogue with the community on a regular basis, not just
when a problem arises. Having a
citizens' advisory group meet with
the board periodically is one
means of improving schoolcommunity relations. The board
must listen as well as speak to its
public. Secondly, the board needs
to devote more attention to insuring systemwide planning and
evaluation of programs; It must
promote a strong, diversified curriculum with quality instruction at
every level. It is important for a
board to act, tic: just react; a good
board stays well informed of its
system's needs and anticipates
those needs before problems arise
and weaknesses develop. In short,
a board of education should provide a forceful, progressive voice
in the community."
Rushing — "As a board member
I have been constantly aware of
our weaknesses as well as our
strengths. I would and do gladly
listen to any constructive
criticism and encourage any voter
to contact me concerning any
facet of educational growth for the
Murray Independent District. By
cooperating and working together
we can continue to have one of the
finest school systems in Kentucky."

Premiere preformance
of'Caterpillars'siatet‘
A world premiere performance
of "Caterpillars," a new play by
Murray State University
playwright-in-residence Benjamin Bradford, will be presented
on the campus Nov. 11-12-13.
Curtain time on each date for
the University Theatre production
will be 8 p.m. in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Described by Bradford as a
romantic comedy,"Caterpillars,"
set in a fictional Tennessee town,
details the comic and unusually
witty maternal instincts of a
parent as she attempts to structure the unstructured lives of her
children.
Principal characters in a cast of
six are Morgans Reid, a middleaged flower child, and her two
children, a 22-year-old son named
Noble Visin Reid, who collects
worn-out television sets for a hobby, and a 20-year-old daughter
named Moon Princess Reid, a college sophomore striving for a sensible middle-class life.
Bradford, a Paducah physician,was a founder of the Market
House Theatre there. His plays
are in constant production from
Portugal to Englans and from the
Netherlands to Brazil. One of his
works, "Where Are You going
Hollis J?," has been playing in
England for the past 15 years.
Another, "Post Mortem," was
awarded the golden Windmill
award by the Dutch government.
Dr. Mark Melina uskas, director
of theatre at Murray State and

FOP sponsors
abuse programs
Murray Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 23 is sponsoring two
programs dealing with sexual
abuse of children.
At 7 p.m. tonight, a program
designed for parents and other interested individuals will be
presented. From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, there will be a seminar
designed especially for those who
work closely with children.
The seminar will deal in detail
with deviate sexual behavior and
symptoms of sexually abused
children.
Both programs will be
presented by Capt. Gerald
Beavers of the Louisville Police
Department. He lectures nationwide on the subject.
The programs will be held in
Room 240 of the Special Education
Building (on 16th Street) at Murray State University. There is no
Omission charge

director of "Caterpillars," said
the show presents a unique opportunity for the director and actors to work with a playwright.
"When we have &problem with
interpretation or tke 'Syntax of a
line is uncomfortable, we can ask
questions of the writer," he explained."He gives us his ideas."
Malinauskas said the experience of directing a world
premiere is exciting and challenging for him. He added that the
show is in rehearsal and that "the
rehearsal atmosphere is charged
with energy."
Cast members include Dr.
David Eberle, Linda Begley, a
graduate student, and Len P.
Slaughter, a freshman,all of Murray, Scott Dowd, St. Louis, Mo.,
senior, Brenda Sringer, Mayfield
freshman, all of Murray, Scott
Dowd, St. Louis, Mo., senior,
Brenda Stringer, Mayfield
freshman, and Billy Richeson,
Owensboro junior.
Admission will be $3 for adults and
$1.50 for children under 12 or by
season ticket. Tickets may be purchased through the box office of
the University Theatre.

Tobacco barn
destroyed
A tobacco barn and its contents
were destroyed by fire Thursday
night, according to Paul Lyles of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
The barn, located on the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club Road
off Highway 121, contained 3.8
acres of tobacco.
The structure was engulfed with
flames when squad members arrived. Eight men with two trucks
responded.

Economy...
(Continued From Pagel)
big declines of last winter.
There is no official government
projection, but two Cabinet
members have provided their own
estimates. Cotemerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige says he expects
Inflation-adjusted gross national
product to rise at an annual rate of
2 percent or less in the fourth
quarter, and Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan estimates 31,42
percent to 4 percent.
Better gains can be expected in
the first quarter of next year,
government and private
economists agree

perspective
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Racers saluted
We extend our total admiration to the gallant
MSU Racers and their coaching staff for their performance last night before millions at Eastern Kentucky University.
It was more than a football game. It meant exposure for Murray State across the nation and MSU
rose to great heights against overwhelming odds.
Playing the number one team in the nation in Division I-AA, MSU's "wounded corps" rose up to
Within a breath of a great upset. They showed pride
and heart.
The Racer team, Coach Beamer and staff, the
MSU band and others who gave support brought
credit to Murray State and we are proud of all of
you.
We see good omens for MSU as a result of this
sliming on television.

Flag burning wrong
Only yesterday, it seems, we were seeing news
photos and television film of anti-war protesters
burning the American flag on one campus or
another or in a public square. As shocking as it was
to most Americans, this was often tolerated as a
form of political expression in spite of a federal law
against "mutilating, defacing, defiling, burning or
trampling" on the flag.
The law remains on the books,and we are pleased
to see the U.S. Supreme Court give its assent to a
lower court decision upholding its enforcement.
Where respect for the flag is concerned, times have
changed,and for the better.
The Supreme Court refused to review the conviction of a man and woman who burned a US.flag at
a rally of the Revolutionary Communist Party outside a federal courthouse in North Carolina. The
two have been sentenced to eight months in jail
under the flag-desecration law.
They were not prosecuted for holding unorthodox
political views or for expressing them. They were
arrested for a specific act of contempt for the flag of
the United States.
Flag-burning is not only a repugnant act of protest but a stupid one. What the U.S. flag stands for,
among other things, is the freedom of the most
radical of dissenters to say what they think about
the American system. They can bad-mouth it all
they want. Why should they burn the flag that protects their right to do so? Besides breaking the law,
they're not very smart.

Unemployment grim
The.loitegt pnemalqyinent statistics are genuinely L
grim, no matter how hard some people may try to
make them appear otherwise. Moreover, the situation is worse than it really had to be.
For the first time since the end of the Great
Depression, the unemployment rate is in double
digits — 10.1 percent of the total work force. That
means that 11.3 million Americans are available for
work but do not have jobs.
An additional 6.6 million, the largest number
ever, have been forced to accept part-time work
because full-time work is unavailable.(They are in
addition to the 12.7 million who work part-time by
choice.) The 6.6 million figure contrasts with 4
million in 1980 and represents an increase of almost
a million in the last month alone.
On the positive side, of course, many people are
still working — 99.7 million, including part-timers.
Yet, that is down 1.9 million from July 1961,
whereas the work-age population has kept increasing.
We do not accept the argument that the entire
debacle was unavoidable — the "price of controlling inflation." Some of it, maybe, but surely not
hardship of the magnitude that millions of
Americans are now experiencing.
Although you are not likely to hear President
Reagan concede the point, both the inflation problem (severe as it was) and the employment picture had shown some improvement before he took
office, and many other economic indicators were on
the mend. Interest rates were still too high, but
even interest could have come down within a
reasonable time if Mr. Reagan and allies in Congress had exercised reasonable fiscal restraints. Instead, by slashing taxes and greatly boosting
military spending goals, they generated gigantic
deficit projections that kept interest rates high and
helped push the country into today's tragic recession.
Now that the recession is bringing interest rates
down, and the Federal Reserve Bank is easing up
on the money supply, the business economy may
begin to recover. However, most analysts predict
that the severe unemployment problem will linger
long after business picks up. Jobless workers will
continue to pay the price for policymakers' reckless
fiscal experiment.
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WASHINGTON — The Reagan &deliberation reconfirmed the inflow
IMO at its policy in centrasting
scesemic stagnation at a high-level
Ming when votes of confidence
were me for the discredited — and
apparently discarded — doctrine of
monetarism.
Treasury Under Secretary Berl!
Sprinkel advanced the argument of
his mentor, monetarist founding
father Mitre Friedman, that the
Federal Reserve Board has not truly
abandoned seeking to control the
money supply in line with nesisterist
dogma. To be more monetarist than
Sprinkel is to be more Catholic than
the pope. Yet, William Poole, a
member of the president's Council of
Economic Advisers, did exactly that.
Poole contended that Fed Chairman Paul Volcker was a heretic
abandoning the true faith But
Sprinkel's arguments prevailed.
Most significantly, no voice at the
meeting challenged the desirability
of monetarism.
That is "staying the course" with a
vengeance. president Reagan's
economic advisers are not only intent
on repeating in 1983 this year's
budgetary exercise that raised taxes
without relieving budget deficits but
are committed to a monetary policy
that has been all but abandoned by
the Fed.
Outside the tight little circle of administration monetarists, hardly
anybody accepts at face value that
the Fed for purely technical reasons
has "temporarily" stopped targeting
M-1 as a measurement of the money
supply. Volcker is actually reported
by associates as ready to return to
controlling the money supply only
when a vigorous economic recovery
threatens an inflationary revival.
But since no such recovery is in sight,
monetarism is discarded for the
foreseeable future.
What has replaced it for now seems

by reified evens & robeet novo&
in be a rears by ibe IP•d te its old
policy of targeting =west rates.
that policy, dropped when
IlSonatarisis rum adopted by the
Control Bs= in October 10711, has
hem premed as the Fed he legisistice
bindweed in Congress by members
at both parties. the adminetretioe's
attitude toward this nromentous
change, as exemplified by Dr.
Sprinkel, is to pretend it just is not
hoppening.
Accordingly, there is no search inside the administration for a new
monetary policy to guard against the
inflationary dangers inherent in
interest-rate targeting. The more
mention of gold as a tool to slabber
the dollar is still laughed off at the
White House
Staying the course is indeed more
than a campaign slogan for the administration. Despite the frightening
state of the internatinal financial
structure, there is iron resistance to
modification of the decade-old
system of floating exchange rates
that has carried instability in its
wake.
Nor are there any new plans for
coping with the series of massive
budget deficits projected endlessly
Into the future in the absence of
dynamic economic growth. The notion of getting a net revenue increase
through a new flat-rate tax system
has been laid aside as impractical.
Since nobody really expects deep
domestic cuts by Congress, Ronald
Reagan is handed what he considers
the equally-unpalatable options of
more tax increases and more defense
cuts.

Midstream Weise is ascassory
141101111114 ereassay. the Whet
stay the coons. While teeing a hos Neese ahem an indite= to seek
friendly Congress nest Jemmy after mew id= aft= at • gear&
the Nov 1 elect= ceenhld with • sconssny.

business minor
NEW YORK(AP) — The=Me
news is apprepriMety aloft ter
Hellowess this year.
Recession. memploymout. them
cial distress is ceintriss ranging
from Arsamene to Petered — those
are apparitions enough to frighten
anyone.
Even the brave halls in the stock
market suddenly tensed tail early
this wsek. pretiocing the ascendbiggest loss In Ishatary he the Dow
Jones indelible
Many observe
a:
l
erthe market
sought to =ages the NM-point drop
as only temporary. U there was fear
aniong stock traders, they said, it
was just a passing case of acrophobia
— the dizzy, disoriented feeling that
often comes with booking down from
an unaccuittered height.
Still, even meow of the most optimistic analyst, cencetted it had
been a bit scary."Ne UN MINI to be

The only cheer on this bleak
economic landscape is the stock
market surge so celebrated by the
electioneering president. But that
surge was begun and then renewed
bythe Federal Reserve's abandonment of the monetary policy that the

Val She Isn't the only place
you can ihrl a Id bul Mese days
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Is a tree-tall.— said Julies
Wertheimer at Ballinhere-hesed
Bahr.Wale II Ca "Yes don't In=
when year poncho.* is peg to
ems,or V it'sgelee teepeeeat"
On•salary walk Mrki
bow
October evening dmitinem.- it =id
bring as an as eerie Whig le roe=
that it was st precisely this time of
yeer, in )NS, that the Greet Crash
hope
But if many emigranc forecasters
are troubled by such ghosts of the
pest and preseit,they are climes to
the helm Hint cendlliens will eradusity grow hoe inightenieg in the men
tin ahead.
S. Jay Laity and David Levy, a
father-son team of private
sceramists based in
N.Y.. describe the outlookCh
sliin=.
but still bleak"
Production in the nation's factories, they say, will soon edge up
ward,stimulated in part by lower interest rates. "Retail sales. which
began to respond to the recent tax cut
In September, will make further.
sluggish headway. Tie trend of cot
pont* profits will market
economy's grudging recovery, they
add.
One of the primary sources of hope
Is the stock market's $11 percent rise
from mid-August through midOctober. To a lot of people, the
market's behavior never makes
much some. But some of its followers
argue that OM because it can be wild
and unpredictable doesn't mean the
stock market is necessarily irrational.
Stock traders have billions of
dollars 41 their own money or, in the
cam of professionals managing other
people's funds, their jobs on the line
No single one of them may have a
perfect vision of the future, the argument goes, but as a diverse, amorphous group they have a pretty good
record of anticipating economic
events to come.
"It is striking to see the stock
market rise so powerfully after rnonths of weakness," says Joseph
McAlinden, president at Wall Street's
Argus Research Corp. "But such an
advance is not at all atypical at the
beginning of a bull market"

looking back
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton ST., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: This year has been
a rough one for me and the wife. We
are retired and on our income,
weren't able to keep up with our

financial obligations, thus losing our
home and having to file for bankruptcy. The attorney who handled the
bankruptcy told us that his charge
would be around $700. Since it was
kind of involved, we agreed on this
charge. When we got his bill, we were
both amazed that he had charged us
$1,450.00. We don't have anything to
prove that the $700 (or thereabouts)
was the agreed charge. We obviously
don't have the money to settle this in
court,so what can we do? H.D.
ANSWER: If you think that your attorney overcharged you for this, or

setter to the editor
Writer differs on Halloween reasoning
To The Editor:
In the October 25th edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times you printed
a letter denouncing Halloween. I
would like the opportunity to write a
rebuttal.
I, too, am pleased that the Murray
City Council decreed that Halloween
should be celebrated on October 30th,
but not because it is the Sabbath, but
rather that October 31st is a school
night for our children. As far a I am
concerned, laughing, happy children
are a pleasant sight in today's world
of war, havoc, and destruction no
matter what day it might happen to
be.
In response to the activities which
are held on Sundays, I thank God for
giving me the pleasure of going the
Bible school where,even on Sundays,
I had the close feeling of human interaction. In today's economic strife,
many people are having to work odd
hours just to maintain a decent living
for their family. If Sunday happens to
be the only day they can take care of

their personal jobs, then more power
to them. After all, the Lord will look
after those who look after
themselves.
For your information, Halloween is
a Christian observance which was
established in the 7th century A.D. It
pr•eceeds Allhallows, or All Saint's
Day,on November 1st.
During the Middle Ages, Halloween fires were lighted as protection
against evil spirits. In the 1950's,
many children began to contribute
their trick-or-treat money to the
United Nations International
Children's Fund, thereby making
Halloween a useful and beneficial
holiday to those who are leas fortunate. I'm sure the Lord would look
kindly upon these types of activities.
Thank God for Halloween and for
those people who contribute their
hard-earned money to UNICEF.
Sincerely,
Pat Valentine
218Irvan
Murray,Ky 42071

any, service and you are hesitant or
cannot afford court, you can take the
dispute to an arbitration program set
up in most cities by the bar association. You must agree to abide by the
decision of the arbitrators, but you
will save costly court fees. For more
information, contact your local
American Bar Association.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring in
2 years from the railroad. I know
they have what is called a "family
maximum"amount of annuity that is
supposedly the most in individual can
get. How do they figure this family
maximum? R.W.
ANSWER: The individual family
maximum is generally equal to the
stun of (1) 10 of the maximinn monthly tier I taxable base in effect lathe
year of retirement, plus(2)80 of the
employee's average tier II taxable
monthly earnings in the 2 highest
earnings years out of the last 10
calendar years, including the year
the annuity begins. However, the individual family maximum cannot be
more than the employee's average
creditable earnings in the 2 highest
earnings years. While the family
maximum can limit the amount of
benefits payable at the time the
employee retires, benefits will dill
Increase for the cost of living after
retirement. To illustrate the family
maximum taxable earnings for 1990
and 1981. The individual family maximum for that employee and spouse
would be calculated as (1) 10 of
$2,475 (the monthly tier I taxable
base for 1981), plus (2) 110 of $1,775
(tier II average monthly earnings for
an employee with maximum taxable
earnings in 1980 and 1111). Thus,
monthly benefits at the time of initial
award in December 1981 would be
limited to $1,187.50, but would be increased for the cost of living
thereafter.

Teo years ago
The Murray Fire Department has
received the new pumper for
downtown station. Pictured with the
1,000 gallon pumper with 50G-gallon
booster are Chief Jackie Cooper,
Assistant Chief Don Newberry and
Firemen James Spann, Lyle
Prideniore, Morris Prescott and
Johnny Lane.
Deaths reported include James Edward Jackson,41.
The Calloway County High School
Debate and Discussion Team took
fire place honors with sweepstakes
trophy, first place varsity debate
trophy and tap individual honors at
25th annual High School Debate and
Discussion Workshop at Murray
State University. lorry England is
Calloway coach.
Mr. and Mrs. G.C. Burteen will be
married SO years Nov. 2.
Walter Dee Huddieston, candidate
for United States Senator, will speak
at Calloway County courthouse
tomorrow at t p.m.
Twenty years ago
A forest fire yesterday afternoon
burned over an estimated 100 acres
Iii Ow Kentucky area, six miles east
of New Concord, according to Wade
Roberts, Calloway County forrester
Deaths reported include Kate
Melught,71.
Mrs. Fred Gingles of Murray
Woman's Club won first place for her
ship scene made with long and short
stitch on linen in creative picture entries at contest at meeting of First
District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at Kentucky Dam.
Sen. Thruston B. Morton will speak
at open meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees tomorrow
at Triangle Inn.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat previously
unbeaten Arkansas State 14 to 9 in a
football game.
Thirty years ago
Miss Clara Eagle, art professor at
Murray State College, has been named chairman at the Murray ares for
the national observance of American
Art Week, Nov. 1-7.
Deaths reported include Roy A
Anderson,70.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Janie Ragmen, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Boatwright and a
girt to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Riley, all
on Oct. IS.
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Kirksey woman
100 on Oct. 14

Friday,Oct.39
World Friendship Club
will have a Halloween
costume party and
potluck at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Monica Walston.
Chili sup
-Tiet7—
sponsored
by Calloway Band
Boosters, will be served
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Chamber Singers will
sing at 6 p.m. with donation to be made to
singers.
Haunted Forest and
Carnival, sponsored by
Calloway Athletic
Boosters and Jaycees,
will be from 6 to 10 p.m.
at Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Second night of The
Haunting of Hill House"
by Community Theatre
will be at 8 p.m. in

Coming community events listed

Fiiday,Oct. al
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For Information call 7591752.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things That
Go Bump In The Night at
6 and 7 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitors Center, and
Honker Trail By
Moonlight at 8 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
Craig Hargrovewill be
featured from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.
Murray Band Boosters
will have fall chili supper
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Murray Middle School
cafeteria prior to
Murray-Russellville foot-

'Holiday Cookbook'planned
MRS.ALTIE CARSON
Mrs. Altie Carson of Kirksey celebrated her 100th
birthday on Thursday, Oct. 14. She still resides in
her home with her children alternating staying at
the home.
The 100-year-old woman was married in 1903 to
Charlie Carson and he died in 1945. She has made
her home in Kirksey for the past 40 years.
Mrs. Carson was very active in church work for a
number of years and is a member of the Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 14, 1882, she is the daughter of the late
John Robertson and Beula Robertson. She is still
able to dress herself and enjoys having company
even though her hearing and sight are failing.
Her six living children are Lennis Carson, Fred
Carson, Fray Carson and Mrs. Beulah Williams, all
of Kirksey, Mrs. Freda Graham of Alm° and Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins of Mayfield.
Six deceased children are Loyd Carson who died
Dec. 2, 1978, and Ruby Carson and Buron Carson
who died as infants.
Mrs. Carson has 18 grandchildren, 41 greatgrandchildren, 21 great-great grandchildren and
one great-great-great-grandchild.

Etienne rib 1-x iv
Aigner 4U70

Entries for the second annual cookbook of the
Murray Ledger & Times, to be published Thursday,
Nov. 18, should be postmarked no later than Tuesday, Nov. 2.
The recipe contest for the cookbook is open to the
public and entries will be published in the special
section. Categories will be appetizers, salad, bread,
casserole-vegetable, meat-main dish and desserts.
An overall winner and category winners will be
selected.
Rules for the competition include:
•No employee or family member of the Murray
Ledger & Times may enter.
*Each entry should be typed or printed on a halfsheet of typing paper or index card.
*Attached to each recipe by paper clip or staple
should be the entrant's name, address and daytime
telephone number.
*Each entrant only can submit one recipe per
category.
*Recipes may come from any source, as long as
they are not solely dependent on ready-made mix.
*When submitting recipes, completely spell out
such words as teaspoon, tablespoon, cup and others
describing ingredients or measurements.
Entries should be mailed and postmarked no
later than Nov. 2 to Holiday Cookbook, the Murray
Ledger & Times,Box 1040, Murray,Ky. 42071.
The overall winner will receive $25 and each
category winner will be presented 610.

Friday,Oct.
ball game.
Wranglers"..11EGg Club
will have a business
meeting at home at Mr.
and
Roger Leda at
Coldwater. For inibrmadon call 489-2487.

Friday,Oct.a
Saturday,Oct.a
open its meeting at 6 p.m.
Reception in celebraat Kenlake State Park.
tion of nth anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Hendon
will be from 2 to 5
Sexual Abuse of
Children program by p.m. in fellowship hall of
Murray Fraternal Order Elm Grove Baptist
of Police Lodge 23 will Church.
Anthropologists and Mart at 7 p.m. in Room
Dexter-Hardin United
Sociologists of Kentucky 248, Special Education
(ASK with Murray State Building, Murray State Methodist Youth
Fellowship has canceled
Department as host will University.
Its Halloween festival for
tonight.

Mrs.

dotebook
Camera club Monday

Salardsy,Oct.a
Murray Moose Lodge
events will include
Children's Halloween
party from 1 to 4 p.m. and
Halloween dance from
p.m. to midnight.
Annual Festival of
Champions (marching
band competition) will
start at S ..m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. Plea
will begin at 7 p.m.

Halloween party for
Daylight saving time
children under age 12 of
tonight. Set clock
ends
Oaks Country Club will be
back one hour before goat 1:30 p.m. at club.
ing to bed.

Murray-Calloway Camera Club will meet Monday, Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public
Library, Dr. Stan Hendrickson will present the program on "Arrangements or Photo Design." He
formerly taught at Murray State and is now studying photography at the university. He will be
assisted by Robert Crenshaw, program chairman.

Halloween party for
Sunday,Oct. 31
children, preschool
Gospel singing featurthrough fourth grade, will ing The Prophets Quartet
be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at from Coldwater
Baptist
Murray Country Club.
Church will be at 6 p.m.
at South Pleasant Grove
No square and round United Methodist
Church.
dancing will be at A potluck supper
will be
Woodmen of World Hall.
served.

Board meeting at center
Local Board of Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board will met Monday, Nov. 1, at 4 p.m. in the Compebensive Care
Center, 704 Main St. Plans for the Christmas open
house will be finalized, according to Molly Booth,
president.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Duplicate bridge planned
Murray Duplicate Bridge Club has changed its
meeting from Monday to Tuesday of each week at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church,
North 12th and Payne Streets. A charity game is
conducted every few months with the money being
donated to the Arthritis Foundation. Any persons
Interested in playing or learning to play may attend. For information call Marcia Darnell, 489-2244,
or Laura Miller, 753-8345.

Goshen United
Methodist Church Youth
Fellowship will sponsor a
chili supper at 6 p.m. at
the church.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things That
Go Bump In The Night at
6 and 7 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center;
From Near Extinction to
Bazaar by Women's Abundance at 2 p.m. at
Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Woodlands Nature
Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood will meet
Church will be from 9 Center; Beagle and bird
Monday, Nov. 1, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Parish dog training season
Hugh Oakley. The program will be presented by
House, North 12th and closes.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin.
Chestnut Streets.
Monday,Nov.1
Northside Baptist
Work day by Baptist Church Women will meet
Recovery,Inc., will meet Monday, Nov. 1, at 7:30
Student Union will be to- at 7 p.m. at home of Janet
p.m. at the Calloway Health Center, North Seventh
day with funds to go into Marvin.
and Olive Streets. This is for all persons having any
summer mission fund.
emotional or nervous problems and for information
Call 753-5771 for informaColdwater United
call Need Line, 753-6333.
tion.
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
Second day of p.m.
workshops and displays
Church Women United will sponsor World Comabout solar energy and
Executive Board of
munity Day on Friday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. in the
woodheating projects will
urray Woman's Club
chapel of the First Baptist Church. Dr. Minnie Harstart at 8 a.m. at Univer- will meet at 11;30 a.m. at
rison, associate professor of economis at Murray
sity Center, Murray the club house.
State University, via speak about "Scarcity —
Abundance," and Mrs. Judy Henry will be soloist. 'State. Call 7624716 for information.
Poplar Spring Baptist
This is for all churches in Murray and Calloway
Church Young Women
County.
"The Haunting of Hill will meet at 7 p.m. at
House" by Community home of Janice Stone.
Theatre will be presented
Group LI of Christian Women's Fellowship of
at 8 p.m. and again at
West Fork Baptist
First Christian Church will meet Tuesday, Nov. 2,
midnight in Playhouse in Church WMS will have a
at 2 p.m. in the church library with Nelle Robbins
Murray-Calloway County World Day of Prayer Proand Alberta Korb as hostesses. Lochie Hart will
Park.
grain at 9:30 a.m. at the
give the program and Jewell Jones the devotion.
church.
Second day of meeting
of Anthropologists and
Murray-Calloway
Sociologists of Kentucky Camera Club will meet at
(ASK) will open at 9 a.m. 7 p.m. Annex of Calloway
at University Center, Public Library.
Murray State.
Recovery, Inc., will
Events in Land Bet- meet at 7.30 p.m. at
ween the Lakes will in- Health Center, North
clude Ghosties and Seventh and Olive
Ghoulies and Things That Streets.
Go Bump In The Night
will be at 6 and 7 p.m. at
Murray Lodge No. 105
Golden Pond Visitor Free and Accepted
Center; Flying Time at Masons will meet at 7:30
.4
9:30 a.m. and Wildlife p.m. at lodge hall.
Conservation at 2 p.m.,
Woodlands Nature
First Baptist Church
Center; Husking Bee at 7 Women will have its
p.m. at The Homeplace- general meeting at 9:30
1850.
a.m. in church chapel.
Note change of date.
Final night of Haunted
Forest and Carnial, sponsored by Calloway
Athletic Boosters and
Jaycees, will be from 6 to
10 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

Chapter plans meeting

Recovery will meet

CWU meeting Friday
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Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon
with Mrs. Marvin Mills at
7 p.m. and Kathleen
Jones with Mrs. Harry
Erwin at 7:15 p.m.
Southwestern District
Dental Hygience Society
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Room 20, West Kentucky
Vocational School,
Paducah
County Extension Program about "Fad Diets
and Weight Control" with
Dr. Darlene Forester as
speaker will be at 1 p.m.
in Circuit Courtroom,
Robert 0. Miller Annex,
201 South Fourth St. This
Is open to public.
Annual Quad-State
Festival Chorus Concert,
Robert K. Baer, coordinator, will be at 7 p.m.
in Ballroom, University
Center, Murray State.
Board of MurrayCalloway County Mental
Health-Menial Retardation Board will meet at 4
p.m. at Comphrensive
Care Center,704 Main St.
Chapter M of P.E.O.
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Hugh Oakley.

-

•
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Mason's Chapel Chatter.

Activities happening in the area in October

kit*
.IWANIS CLUB
-

loo
right, was presented a plague as "Mon d
Year" of Murray Kiwanis Club with Dr. Durwood Beatty, making the
presentation. Daniel,a member of the faculty of Department of Biological Sciences, Murray State University, has been a member of the Murray club for 17 years
serving
In several capacities including vice president and president Currently
he is on
the club's board of directors and is chairman of the upcoming indoor flea
market
to be Friday and Saturday, Nov. 12 and 13, at the West Kentucky Livest
ock
and
Exposition Center.

Diet program to be Monday
A special program and
study on "Fad Diets and
Weight Control" will be
Monday, Nov. 1, at 1 p.m.
in the Circuit Courtroom
of the Robert 0. Miller
Annex, 201 South Fourth
St.
Dr. Darlene Forester,
extension specialist in
food and nutrition for the
College of Agriculture
and an assistant exten-

Dr. Forester completed
a Ph. D. in animal
sciences (nutrition) at
the University of Kentucky in 1977 and received her M.S. in home
economics (nutrition and
food science) from the
University in 1971. Her
undergraduate work was
in home economics
(dietetics) at Wayne
State University, Detroit,
Mich., where she
graduated with honors in
1968. She is a registered
dietitian.
Jean Cloar, Calloway
County Extension Agent
in Home Economics, said
this was an open meeting
for any interested persons desiring to learn to
evaluate their diets.

Murrayans
at meeting
of auxiliary

Dr. Darlene Forester
sion professor in home
economics at the University of Kentucky since
Southwest Kentucky
Dental Auxiliary had its December 1979, will be
regular meeting at the the guest speaker.
Holiday Inn, Gilbertsville, on Wednesday,
Oct. 13. Mrs. Keith
Hockman, president,
presided.
Thomas A. Nanney, Attorney at Law, presented
a program on the insanity
plea, and the controversy
surrounding its use,.
;
'Following his presentation, he fielded questions
from the group on many
aspects of the legal profession.
A doorprize of a
houseplant was won by
Mrs. Thomas Kirley.
Those in attendance
763-4641
were Mrs. James Adams,
14.4..fit K4...fil K4
-fig
Mrs. Joe Morgan, 'ilt,tt
Mayfield; Mrs. Ricky
Cocke, Mrs. K. D. Cornelius, Calvert City; Mrs.
Ben Henry, Mrs. Thomas
Kirley, Mrs. William
Parker, Mrs. Stephen
Clymer, Paducah; Mrs.
Keith Hockman, Fulton;
Mrs. Tony Wicks,
Liz was ashamed of the
Hickman; Mrs. Allen
way her blue jeans were
Moffitt, Mrs. Mike
fitting. She decided to go
Ridley, Murray.
to Diet Center and lose
The auxiliary will
weight. After all, buying
meet Wednesday, Nov.
new wardrobe would
a
17, at the Holiday Inn in
cost more than losing the
Mayfield, and all
weight.
members are urged to atBoy is she glad she
tend.
went to Diet Center.

The

By SHARON MYATT
October has been a
busy month for the
Mason's Mime* United
Methodist Churdi Community Our rninieter, the
Rev. John Churchwell
and wife, Lois, have been
busy entertaining and

Beecham as a guest In Beads DUSSollial and
church each Sunday We family of Millington.
missed him Larne and Tenn.. on Oct 17 She
John Gust at the picnic. rode Mang with her
sew
Ann Jeffrey was busy Larry, and wife. Peggy,
working and studying on as they weattealseil
diag
we missed her too.
in liemphis. Omits hop
Katherine Chnsman Pier quite busy over the
has certainly been busy weekend Wonde
r if
visiting this past month. Reuben Chnsinsa got
the
Could it be that she is try- tobacco stnpped
while
ing to get out of stripping Katherine was away
tobacco' Katherine rude
There have bee•
with her niece, Sharon several birthdays
in OcMyatt, to Evansville on tober These pro* need
Oct. 5 to visit her mend. some good wishes
JimLola Godley. They held my, Sharon. Julie
and
an enjoyable day shopp- Clint Myatt, Karen Cokes,
ing. eating and renunisc- amens Newport Kenny
ing Nola Chrisman also Myers and Milton Stokes
.
rode along and visited her They trlay be others we
brother and sister-in-law. were not informed about.
Leonard and Mary Craig. but we'll give them a wish
They had an enjoyable for November if we missday while Sharon was in ed anybody in Octobe
r
class at the University of
Roy Glenn Hill and Lisa
Evansville.
Garland are our
Katherine and her newlyweds as of Oct. 22.
sister, Eva Craig, cousin, We give them a big conLorene Clayton, and gratulations and will be
niece, Jenne Carter, went glad to have them back
Sunday, Oct. 10, to visit after their honeymoon
their aunt, Maggie Hicks
We've had some sick in
at Valley View Haven, our community. Janie
Dixon, Tenn. Aunt Mag- Underwood is better and
gie was thrilled to see now home from the
them and enjoyed their hospital: Eliza Craig is
visit.
out of the hospital and
Another trip Katherine with her daughter. Fay
could not pass up was a Nell Kelso; Kristy and
visit with her daughter, Gena Linn have been
sick

Sunday, Oct. le. they
spent an enjoyable afternoon visiting with the
W.M Moody family in
Oscar. They attended
church at Oscar and Bandana where they reacquainted themselves with
old friends and families.
Lois especially enjoyed
the fish dinner at the Fin'
N' Feather Restaurant.
The Churchwells had
family for Sunday dinner
on Oct. 17, so Lois found
herself in the kitchen
most of that day.
The church had a picnic
at Paris Landing State
Park on Oct. 17. It was a
Little cool, but most every
one got warmed up playing kickball and baseball.
Frank Coles never got in
on any of the games, but
he watched his wife,
Karen, as she made a few
homeruns. He managed
to keep the fire going for
marshmallows. Johnny
Underwood and Gary
Newport ended up with a
few sore muscles, but
they managed to play a
few innings. We were
glad to have Timmy and
— Viskoausete Rost* —
Cathy Coles as guests for
the picnic and ballgames. 324•C Tyses Ave., Pens, TN
/01-444-11003
We're glad to have Paul

THE MOVIE STORE

on Calve hes been busy Wilma and Mr
and Mrs
with them. Michelle Jef- PM Peeraall
sod family
frey hes been art bat epee the dealb
*Mr
new is better We this& gresildmighe
er.
Mites GI Mrs Myrtle Mc- the tamily el and be
Ed Allen
Clure at Long Term Care who died Oct 23
Unit et Murray-Calbewey
November looks to be•
County Hospital and Mrs bus) month
for our
May*. Jelin at Waseview
and (esainuidt)
Nursing Mame
Kallisslas Clirisousa
Osympat
ur
hies .
are be in lb Ishacce bare, ed
with Mr. and Mrs Vernon
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We are pleased to
announce that Anne
Comm, bride-elect
of Joe Graves, has,
selected her china,
flatware and
crystal from ouri
corriprele
regilvtry. • Anne-ate'
Joe will be married
December!.

hocase
121 94-Pas
4
Vir..14 1/-44,611

Liz Gilliam of Murray
lost 34 lbs.
in 9 weeks.

PEACE TREATY
YOU CAN
A preliminary peace
DO IT TOO!
treaty was signed Nov.
30, 1782, between Britain
and the United States
which ended the
American War of In- Mon-Fri 8-5:30 Sat. 10-1
dependence. The war, by
which the former British
colonies in North
NO CONTRACTS
America separated
NATURAL FOODS
themselves from Britain,
NO SHOTS
ended with the capitulaNO DRUGS
tion of Maj. Gen. Charles
Cornwallis at Yorktown,
Va. A definitive treaty
641 North The Village
was concluded in 1783.

753-0020

1/2 PRICE

OAT SALE
For a limited time only
Jordache, London Fog
Weather Tamer & Rothchilds

uys & Dolls
Olympic Plaza Murray _
753-9680 -

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Area faculty and students porticipote in program
Four music faculty
members at Murray
State University were
among the participants at
the recent Kentucky
Music Teacher Association (KMTA) conventin
at Centre College in Danville.
They are Dr. Stephen
Brown, assistant professor, who served as a

high school keyboard
competition judge; Marie
Taylor, associate profesor, who coordinated
the collegiate auditions,
performed in the Kentucky Faculty Concert
and asisted in the Audition Winners Concert;
Kay Gardner Bates,
assistant professor, who
represented Murray Stae

ELECT

Bobby Joe Nanney
CALLO WAY COUNTY
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
District No. 3
General Election
Tuesday, November 2, 1982
- Your Vote & Influence Appreciated -

In the Kentucky Faculty
concert; and Dr. Judyth
Lippman, assistant professor, who served as
moderator of a sensinar
titled "Sounds from the
Private Studio."
Ella Mae Read of
Paducah, a private
teacher,also participated
in the seminar with Ms.
Lippman.
Area students who participated in the All-State
Piano Ensemble were:
Susan Jones, Heather
Doyle and Suzanne
Meeks, all of Murray,
students of Dot Mason;
Chris Anderson, Sherry
Merrick and Gail Phelps,
all of Princeton, students
of Mary Elizabeth Jones;
and Leigh Ann Cothran,
Paula O'Bryan and
Tracie Talley, all of
Grand Rivers,students of

Art DeWeese.
Students who qualified
to participate in the state
level piano competition
by haring received a
superior rating at the
Murray Regional
Keyboard Festival in the
spring were: Kyle
Hankins of Paducah, student of Rosemary
Cmarik; and Chris
Anderson of Princeton,
student of Mary
Elizabeth Jones.
Also attending the convektion from Paducah
wefe`NRobert Rudder,
faculty member at
Paducah Community College and outgoing state
historian of KMTA, and
Irene Palmer, a private
teacher.
ROBIN
A robin can live for
more than 12 years.

EAST SHANNON atatlents et August INS are,left to right,front row, George Futrell, Robbie Nell Nichols,
Kenneth Hurt, James Garland, Orlan Hurt, Fay Moody, Billy Garland; second row, Betty Evans, Charles
Lamb, Audrey Moody, J.W. Nichols, Betty Futrell, Eva Moody (teacher), Junella Eva., Haffard Smith,
Barbara Evans, J.B. Evans; third row, Jay Junior Futrell, Lavada Todd, Max Oliver, Irene Smith, Owen
Hodges, Juanita Wynn, Denton Wynn, Dorothy Hodges; fourth row, Bill Champion, Leven Hodges, Alfred
Cunningham, Morie Evans, Copes Wynn,Imogene Smith, Dale Cunningham, Clarice Futrell, R.C. Etuinfelt,
Irida Lamb, Noah Hodges, Lucille Lamb and Dewey Todd. The school was located in the Hamlin area of Fast
Calloway County.

Local physics chapter
presented certificate

RE-ELKT

BOYCE G. CLAYTON
The Witches and the Goblins are brewing up a five-day Halloween Party for you at
our gallery from Tuesday, October 26th through Saturday, October 30, 19$2.

All during these party days you are invited to visit our soda fountain, eat a
pumpkin or blueberry muffin, and find your Halloween treat inside the muffin.
1. Ivy one print, get one free
2. lay a prim for /
1
2 regular price
3. Ray Harms "Bleollird"
4. Ray Harm's "Saw-Whet Owl"
S. Saito's "Fern"
6. Ziminorman's "Soaring Eagle"
7. Zimatormaa's "The Eagles"
8. Fracas "bagel Tiger"
9. Kea Naliand print V2 price
10. Neal Holland print 1/4 price
11. Your choice of any framed print on the wall
Vs price
12. 14-karat Gold necklace or earrings
13. GRAND PRIZE Ray Norm's "Bob W hits
Covey Circle" framed
14. A Now York Graphic

16. Note Cards
17. Jack Daniels Poster
1$. Jock Daniels Apron
19. Remington Poster
20. Bios Mammas Art Scroll
21. Decanter
22. Cigarette Case
23. Cigarette Lighter
24. Cosmetic lag
25. VII Arranger
26. Canvas Wine Rack
27. Dish Storage tech
28. Set of 4 French Jelly Jar Glasses
29. Charley Harper Print - "Dream Team"
"Koala Katie Bear"
30. Victor's "Wood Thresh"
31. ;25.00 off on year next framing order

15. American Master's Graphic
All treats must be honored in one week and no "tricks" required. If you do not wish to keep
your treat then turn it in so someone else can win.
At this party everyone wins, everyone will have fun, so plan now to meet your friends for
breakfast, lunch, or tea at the ...

BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY
418 Main Street

EDUCATION: Graduate of Murray State
University and University of Louisville
Law School.
EXPERIENCE: Judge on the Court of Appeals and Supreme Court for 8 years;
Commonwealth's Attorney for 6 years
in Marshall, Calloway, and Livingston
Counties;
City Attorney in Benton for 4 years.
VOTING RECORD: During my first 8 years
on Kentucky's highest court I have participated in the disposition of more
than 3,000 cases, one-half of which invqlved criminal appeals. My opinions
and votes-in these cases show my disdain for technicalities that often set
the guilty free. Despite criticism by the
Courier-Journal for my conservative
views, I think a consistent and commonsense approach is preferable over
o highly technical and more liberal
one.

RE-ELECT
BOYCE G. CLAYTON
JUDGE, KENTUCKY SUPREME
COURT

Murray, Ky.

Pail for by Candidate, Den Clayton, Troaserer
lees 0, tentoe, Konnicky 42025
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The Finest In Home
Health Supply &
Medical Equipment

*Featuring*
Home Oxygen & Respiratory Equipment
*Tanks *Oxygen Concentrators •IPPB

753-1465

Remember Medicare
will pay up to 80% of
your medical health
home cost if you are
65 years or older

External Breast Prostheses By:
'Cherish 'Essence •Spenco
Compression Hosiery By:
•Venosan 'Mould-Form *TED
Orthodics By Presciption
*Braces *Supports 'Custom Molded Shoes *Shoe Additions
& Corrections 'Children's Corrective Shoes *Trusses
*Artificial Limbs *Custom Molded Arch Supports

NURSING SHOES
BY: MILLER & CLINIC

Complete Line - Home Convalescent Equipment
•Beds *Wheel Chairs "Commodes'Walkers 'Canes etc.

Society of Physics
Students in New York City.
Other chapters of
Sigma Pi Sigma recognized were at Auburn
University, Florida Institute of Technology,
Ohio Wesleyan University, Saint Bonaventure
University and South
Dakota State University.
Dr. Don D. Duncan,
chapter adviser at Murray State said about 15 to
20 initiates have been added to the chapter each
year for the past few
years.

Bobbie Mason author
of book just published
Bobbie Ann Mason, graduate of Binghamton
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. College and holds a DocWilburn Mason of torate in English and
Mayfield and a 1958 Journalism from the
graduate of Mayfield University of ConnecHigh School is the author ticut. Her work has apof a book, "Shiloh and peared for several years
Other Stories" which has in national magazines
recently been published sqeh as the Atlantic And
the New Yorker, to whict
by Harper & Row.
Most(lithe stories have she is presently under
Western Kentucky set- contract.
In November she will
tings and portray local
people who are trying to be participating in the
deal with the changing Kentucky Writers Conworld's effects on old ference in Frankfort and
then will be visiting in the
values and customs.
Ms. Mason is a Jackson Purchase area.

Hospital lists patients
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 23, was 105 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Teri Prince and
baby boy, Rt. 6; Maria
Hubbard and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Camden, Tenn.;
Joyce Parker and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Harriett Garner and baby
girl, 1119 North Poplar,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
William R. Meador,
New Concord; Glenn L

Payne, ti966 Fair Rd.,
Strongville, Ohio; Sandra
Armstrong, Rt. 3,
Mayfield; Cheryl D.
Sullenger, 6031
/
2 Vine St.;
Janie Henson, Rt. 5, Benton; Valerie L. Lee, Dexter; David Howell, 1607
Locust St.;
Noah Stallons, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Jessie Bowden,
Fern Terrace Lodge;
Shirley Mills, Rt. 1,
Almo; Nora Walker,
Puryear, Tenn.; Ruth
Harden, Rt. 5; Libert
Canino, 206 South 12th
St.; Opal Phillips, 604
-Ellis Dr.

4

We have 4 different varieties of
apples straight from the farm to you
at low, low prices.

[
We a so have fresh apple cider and all types of farm
fresh produce available.

'
red%

408 N. 12th

'Hillbilly 'Barn

753-5214
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The Murray State
University chapter of
Sigma Pi Sigma, the national physics honor
society, is one of six
recognized across the
country for the strong
program it has maintained since it was installed
in 1963.
A certificate of commendation for the Murray State chapter of 223
members, including
about 30 active members
on the campus, was
presented to the chapter
by Dion W. J. Shea, executive director of the
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WHEN: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1982
TIME: 7:01 P.M.
LOCATION: PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOC. BLDG.
328 E. BROADWAY, MAYFIELD
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Members
initiated

The Murray State
Ual•orsity camps.
&spier of Phi Delta Kappa initiated two new
members on October 14.
The new Phi Delta Kappa members areImam
in the Paducah &And
System-Mrs. Nancy
Ruoff and Mrs. Afic•
Shemwell, both of
Whiteside Elementary
School.
The initiation team was
composed of Dr. Lloyd
Jacks, Dr. Frank Black,
Dr. Frank Fitch, Dr.
Willis Johnson, and
Wayne Williams.
The MSU campus
chapter began in Mil
with sixty members and
now numbers approximately 150. Phi Delta
Kappa is a professional
education fraternity of
graduate students interested in leadership
research and service as
they relate to public
education. The chapter
president is Dr. Willis
Johnson.

The Pony®
Leather Court Shoe

112
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
During Our
Fall Clean
Sweep Sale
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Hancock
helps man

kM

Tyrone Hancock was
ehjoying his dinner
recently at the
Hopkinsville Holidome
motel when he was suddenly asked by a waitress
If he knew any life-saving
techniques.
A young man had been
pulled from the bottom of
the swimming pool when
he offered to help. Hancock had received required first aid training
through his company,
South Central Bell.
, The young man was
later revived, and Hancock's dinner was on the
hbuse.
A toll testing technician
with South Central Bell,
HancUck is married to the
forme* Sue Ann Story of
Murray\aFilv r parents,
Jean Story,
Randolp
still reside tkere.

`=k

*White leather blue chevrin stripe
•Mens sizes
000 pr. only to sell
Orig. $35.

N0.19"

0.11-

tCte

VVe have the right Case
model and attachments
to handle tough yard work.
Stop in today and step up
to Case quality and
performance.
Our Fall Clean Sweep Sale is in full swing on all Case
lawn and garden tractors, so stop in today for a
demonstration.
Case quality sold only by quality Case dealers.

JCPenney
ragto

Chestnut Mills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502) 759-4080

McKee! Equipment
503 Walnut

753-3062

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF A GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY.
SAVE ON REAL
KARAT GOLD JEWELRY.
The beauty of real gold is right
for any occasion. Available now at savings that
make this the right time to buy!

4k,)
WHY IS THIS
STEEL BALL
IMPORTANT TO
YOUR EYES?

Layaway Now For Xmas

-here's no one else
like you...and nothing
else like real gold.
Karat Gold Jewelry
From

$1.95

For That Someone
Special
Diamonds, Bright As
An Evening Star
On Sale Now
From

$79.95 & Up

Cook's Jewelry
CentralShopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Store Hours:
9:30-6:00 Monday-Sot.

Diamonds
Earrings $19.95 & Up
Pendants $49.95 & Up

This little steel ball helps prove that your Southern Optical
lenses are safe and strong enough to wear with confidence
We drop one just like it from a height of more than four feet
onto each glass lens we grind. Only a sound lens will withstand the impact,demonstrating that it's free of even the
tiniest structural flaws. And proving to us that it's good
enough to be mounted in your frames.
The "drop ball" test is an extremely important step in
making certain your eyewear is the most accurate,durable
and comfortably fitting available anywhere. For information
on the other steps we take,and why they make a real difference to you,stop by the Southern Optical nearest you for
a free copy of our booklet,"Extra Steps to Excellence"

Sodium
()plied
Your real value in better vision.
1i:rpm/ear • Costae Lease.
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Who's Who Among Murray
Business People
CASH FOR THOSE WHO
KNOW!
1st Prize .•••••••••
2nd Prize.••••••••
3rd Prize..
ENTRY BLANK

ritre****************************************************

Clip the photos here and paste in the
proper ads. Winners will be ancounced Friday, November 5th,
1982.
-*********************************************************

1. Anyone may enter the contest except employees of The Murray ledger & Times or members of their family.
2. On these pages of this newspaper you will find ads representing Murray areas business firms. Simply cut out the
pictures and paste them in the ad to which you believe they belong.

YOUR NAME
ADDRESS
HOME PHONE
BUSINESS PHONE
Please Fill Out Completely,Attach To Your Entry,and Mall To:

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Before 10:00 e.m. Thursday, November 4, 1982

3. Mail each page to Contest Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. Do not bring
entries to The Murray Ledger & Times Office. Entries must be mailed and must be received at our office by 10:00
a.m. Thursday, November 4, 1982
4. The entry with all of the highest number of pictures placed in the correct ads will be the winner. The next highest
will be the second award winner, followed by the third place award winner. In case of a tie, a drawing will determine
the award winners. Entries will become the property of The Murray Ledger & Ttmes and the decision of the judges will
be final. The names of the successful contestants will be published by The Murray ledger & Times with the correct pictures in each advertisement on Friday, November 5, 1982.

Match The People With The Business

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts
D St T
WAREHOUSE
FOODS

••••
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Who'sWhoAmongMurrayBusiness

...Win up to $50 cash by just cutting out the pictures
on page 8 andfinding the business!
•

}
r
u
n
t
h
e
r—

Open
Friday's
ti'
8:30 p.m.

Joe Dick
President

States

West Kentucky's
Leading Ladies
Fashion Store

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Nsmlsr FDIC

.101
SMITH'S
CARPET
CENTER
Fes d yew
Iteasedellas Needs

We caa
MO/ea
year pet seeds.

kum

Eli
11.1111

753-1423

WAUPAPUI

Vinyl
Commercial Carpet
Professional Carpet Cleaning
Installation Service

101$1.66
448
:
2 11:4
1t big

osimurs

•

Money

loaostriol Id.

111-f I-5 Si 0-4

S. 40151. 7534440

MATCH THE PERSONS IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS
Thanks for all
your support during
our 20th Anniversary
Celebration and our
1st year in Murray.

Garden Supplies
House Plants
Flower Arrangements
Silk Flowers
Cut Flowers
Pest Controls
We Deliver, Call us...

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Association

MI N. Central Coster

WAI:MART

1300 Johnson Blvd
759-1234

TO THE

Sammy Ilrodshow

••••••••*-41
,
401.1%.1.•

Coins

Shell,Florist
and Gorden Center

iEg
—FIC

500 N. 4th

Men-Sat 11-S

AMC-Jeep-Renoult
INC.
641 N. 753-6448

753-3251

BUSINESSES THEY BELONG IN...

Meet our
expert on
Feeds!
•

If you need help with anything concerning your animals...call us! We can help
solve your feed problems.

Pam
Middle
Murray
Store
Manager
No App•iinsHist

s •9
4A

Visit Soon

FatgasticSan&

Home
Computer $100
Rebate

THE
11AMS*#
SAKUP1

Nusssaryl I

All Sports Ornaments..Murray and
Calloway High Schools•Football, Girls and
Boys Basketball, Cheerleader, Nurse,
Golfer, Tennis, Doctor, Baby, Teacher, &
Policeman.
14 KT Gold /
1
2 Price

TEXAS
I NSTRU M EN
Expondabi•
*Soft Wore
In Stock

the original Family Haircutters

We ye got locations coast-to coast. and owe now soul

'1

Industrial Rd. 753.5311 Murray

b

OTLAIPIC PLAZA, 1
MURRAY, 753-0542

Layaway Now for Christmas
Dixieland Center

Murray

Roo IL Joyce's

Homelite

240

SIRLOIN

iniociAor

Chainsaw

COMPLETE MEAL AT SANDWICH PRICES
Saturday Only 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

SPECIAL

Chopped Steok-P4-Senothered
Chopped Steak-14-Stuff
Chopped Steak-N-Mushroom
Chopped Stook
SAVE OVER
36%Chicken Fried Steak
SERVED WITH CHOICE OF POTATO, HOT
ROLL AND ALL YOU CAN EAT SOUP AND
SALAD BAR

SPECIAL

$249

1 7888

N.Corryesoms Wills Timis Oilier. Plows

dc=0

753-0440

12* St.

•

S"--Thers- 114 p.m
Fri.-Sot 11-10

Ale

Norm
color

Meet Our
Property
Management
Director
Cattily 11
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Askir

Property ilamagerneat
Deprfreett
11111*awn

T1-9914A
Mom Conspater

*Bow

O
Buchanan Feed
Ma
...YOU COULD WIN UP TO $50 CASH

Bulk Feeds-Custom Salt-Mineral MixesHealth Care Products

*2.4 Cubic In Engine
•16 hick Bar
•Aetoinatic Oiler
•Anti-kick Back Safety Tip
REG. 198"

Now is the
time for
4- wheelin' in o
eel)& smooth Drivin'
with the front
wheel Drivin'
Alliance

We ore
your florist
for all
occasions...

"Your Future
Is
Important
To Us."

•16K

$359.00
leboto -100.00
$259.00

Centre' Sloop*.
Canter
753.

v"z

1890's
Ice Cream
Parlor
32 Flavors
Handdippod
Best Fried Chicken
In Town
Fresh Fried Mushrooms
Polish Sausage
Ham & Roost Beef
Sandwiches
We Accept Cesimetiters Composts
10-10 A4.-Th.
Dixieland Center Hrs.: 10-11 Fri.& Sot.
Chestnut Strout
11:30-9 Sue.
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Who'sWhoAmongMurrayBusiness
...Win up to $50 cash by just cutting out the pictures
on page 8 andfinding the business!

z

You'll Always
Find A Great
Meal at.
Special Price

400
.
1P0
Hoffman

"We
Beautify

the
Outdoors"

1 mile 94 East
759-4512

Adopt-A-Plant
Nest Gel
SALEWe'reEverything
Cleaning Out Our Must

The Famous Spaghetti Factory
features their great spaghetti
dinners everyday for
Just $ 1

Hundreds Of Noose Plants
Need flew Mows

& Just

95

954 for children.

ft Sandwiches.

641 N. Across From Stadium

Olympic Shopping Center

10:00 A.M. -11:00 P.M. Sun-Thur.
10:00 A.M. -1:00 A.M. Fri-Sat.

Noway

753-0003

COUNTRYSIDE NURSERY

Visit Our Country Store
Professional Design
Free Estimates
1907 Coldwater Rd.

2 TACOS FOR 99'

The Famous Spaghetti Factory
Stark Mrslirru•Frust. Skim Oh

"MURRAY MATTERS TO US"

TACO JOHN'S
EVERY TUESDAY
IS TACO TUESDAY

for adults

Don't forget our great Gyros Dinners

COUNTRYSIDE
NURSERY

•

Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-3188

-We beautify
the outdoors-

Commercial And Residential
Landscaping And Lawn MAintenance

MATCH THE PERSONS IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS
Levis Selection
Basic Jeans
Movie On Jeans
Califontia Straights
Soper Staights
Corduroys
Shirts
Sweaters
Nou will love the NEW King
hinirs N'ersion her-ause it
faithfully
preserves llw
beauty. Inspiration anti

Best
Bar-P-Q
Around
Ti's Bar-B-Q
has Bar-B-Q by the

r-••••

esholder
*sandwich

THAT'S IT LEVIS

authority of tly• Itoly
For you or for .414111.
1145• you
kwe.
Prom 1112.05

We provide all your
clothing needs with
such name brands as:
Levi
Esprit

Tm-moro 200 ONLY AT:

Yamaha

Lee

Campus

Dunloggin
You Babes

Kennington

Sedgefield
Olympic Plaza, Mann 753-6882

Hwy 94 E. Of Murray

*Dinners
opound
orubs
*Custom Bar-B-Qing

Convepiwit,9civljhrough NipcIpyi
tisfiring Service
4en 7 Days A Week
Ti's Bar-B-Q

Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045

TO THE BUSINESSES THEY BELONG IN...
We Have
Free Home
Demonstrations
Open 9:30-5
Mon. -Sat.
•No Obligation
Nolabor Charge
Full line of parts and financing
available.
We have a full line of used and rebuilt
vacuum cleaners and repair any make!

Pickens Supply, Inc.

• Hot Subs
Mexican Food
Footlong Hotdogs
Hoer: Mon-Fri
11-6:30
Sat 11-3
804 Coldwater Rd
at Five Points

401
Maple
Court

1594801

It

THE
BIG
DIPPER

We're More
than Ice Cream
*Nachos
Deli Sandwiches
•Not Dogs
*ChM Dogs
Custom Made
•Ice Cream
Cakes
*Polish
Sausage
*We're your
one stop
for a meal
with Dessert

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

...YOU COULD WIN UP TO $50 CASH
Bill N. Smith, Jr.
Senior
Merchandising
Manager

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

SEE US FOR
THE
PROFESSIONAL
CAR WASH

WANT
TO BE
YOUR
BANK

bhoil6
hack

MENU
Exterior
fill up
Exterior only
with fill up
Hot wax
Hand Wax. Exterior. & Interior
Interior &

with

WHO'S WHO
SPECIAL
7995
Central
Shopping Center

1

PEOPLES,BANK
M IIRRAY

KY

Member FDIC

753-1331
rt.
op•a M.tars rows. *pee Friday a Sot
7...to 5p.m.
7 a.m. te 7 p.m.

6.00
4.00
3 00
1 50
1 00
20.00
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Lunch menus I Humanely Speaking

School lunch menus for
U e week at Nov. 14 have
been released by Glenda
Jeffrey and Joanna
Adams, food service
directors for Murray City
and Calloway County
Schools respectively.
Mass are subject to
occasional change due to
availability of food, the
directors said.
Menus are as follows:
• MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday — fish sandwich, pizza; Tuesday —
burritoes, meatballs and
gravy; Wednesday —
bacon, lettuce and
tomato, beefaroul and
rolls; Thursday — pizza,
barbecue sandwich; Friday — lasagna casserole
and rolls, chicken pattle
sandwich. Taco salad
bar, fruits and
vegetables, hamburger,
pimento cheese sandwich, cheeseburger, submarine, peanut butter
sandwich and ale carte
Items are availabe daily.

Murray Middle
Monday — tacos with
salad, hamburger on
bun; Tuesday — ravioli
with rolls, hamburger on
bun; Wednesday — pizza,
cheeseburger on bun;
Thursday, sloppy Joe
sandwich, hamburger on
bun; Friday — lasagna
casserole and rolls, hamburger on bun,
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — grilled
cheese,green beans, pear
halves, milk; Tuesday —
pizza, w.k. corn, baked
apples, milk; Wednesday

— patent butter sandwich, chips, banana,
celery sticks; milk;
Thursdsy — balegue mad
cheescchips, ap
rtrZ
reilah bag. mai;
— pimento cheese, chip,
raisins, carrot sticks,
milk. Sack lunch is
feahsred last three days.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Calloway High
Monday — chicken
fried steak, pizza, chili
with grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday —
spaghetti with meat
sauce, pizza, wiener
winks; Wednesday —
turkey, dressing and
gravy, fiestada, taco
salad; Thursday —
batter-fried fish, pizza,
hot ham and cheese; Friday — roast pork and
gravy, pizza, mcribb
sandwich.
Calloway Middle
Monday — pizza or fish
sandwich with cheese;
Tuesday — spaghetti with
meat sauce or
cheeseburger; Wednesday — wiener winks or
egg mcmuffin; Thursday
— taco burger or
cheeseburger; Friday —
pizza or vegetable soup
with grilled cheese sandwich. A variety of salads
and vegetables and other
items are available daily.

we.... by lbs niemas le amisma etherwiss abie
Begird/et Calloway Omm- la Maud fairly lea
lemprakres. A metal
bead 61411 ost Wends
"If Winter Comes...." simpade shelter for a
"The frost is as the dog.
pumpkin" and, an(2) asibillogBs
fortunately,it is on a good mach as rap, rugs, or
many di p one sees in straw must be dem isall
Murray and out in the dry if it is to provide
county..
salaam for your pet and
ALthough Mother help him keep warm. If
Nature provides outdoor your dog drop it outside,
pets with a warm cost for nail it to the floor of his
dog house or nail a board
winter,their owners mum
across
the bottom of the
provide for their speciat
doorway.
needs in cold weather.
(3) Food and Water.
Thom include:
Animals need approx(1) Proper Shelter. imately one-fourth to oneDogs need a sound dog half again as much prohouse with the cracks tein as during the rest of
caulked and the opening the year. Owners should
shielded from drafts, provide fresh water (unwhich are very harmful frozen)twice a day.

East, North
and Southwest

(4)apical care as cold
nights. When the
temperature pts deem
around tea above, dip
and cats sheald be
brayed into preps sad
as screened perches kr
the nighL Ramembor,
however, Met the mimed
still require a VIM
ben oaf Wig se thatIt
can conserve body hest
even when It is inside.
If your animal is
customarily kept inside,
be metallast* ast ac-

cidestally left astside
ao COMM eut to yeur car as mid
during cold weelher kr 111.= enr.the cats are monies& tap lao bood
several hears.= body Wired by the taa. der* to seem IMO
imehemla emit
Give a rap: when rem ibo 0111117.
be cameilsd
edam
pas le lbw Milo of,
Motor.
P1111111111 VAL* RATIO MICARS
If yea start are le proisaa Caelloe Flootaimod
vide kr his mode. year
tua acdeg er
tual masa. maw car warranty
will airMee the
leackd with
oadpb000t.
wider einalsdably
io good MEI&
Peadoe SIN& Mr. well opined LIM Win winks', cats keined Mksnew our warranty.
g sea tly crawl sato
Mikes& Tovelag Campo lobes&
motors of cars and trucks
1 weer.MVO actual Wks
seeking shelter and
HIM Posillise T-1111110seips„ WWI actual miles.
"Mick as a h000do tooth".
MI Bela Past Ave 4 deer loaded
liii Cbswrialet Camaro 1311 low mileage one
owner local demi ao new.

—NOW OM/—
Lyn Grove Roller liek

Friday kt. ins Maio
bud I Sim knit
MAIO Saluday 1110b
1:3I
(vary
Mit SW% Every Friday Rigid & Saturday
ci45411

W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
And
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
Wish To Announce That
NASSIR SAGHAFI, M.D.
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
Radiation Oncology

Chevelle 2 door, low mileage
MI Pontiac Oxiebtrd. 4 speed with air, local
one owner, new car trade-1n "Sport with
economy'

IWO Cberneist Mallen Cbassic, 2 door 37.00i
actual=Gm new car trade-in
1171Casallic Mora& Como Ore owner local
leaded.
Cadebsc Ileasta de Me. loaded. It's
classic,"last of the big ones"
CHECK WITH US FORST FOR 'T141 BEST
LOCAL USED CARS Di TOWN.
See Jbe Salter, liels Bloke

& Wells Pardon, Jr.
For reer

it Doels

Monday — pizza plate
or fish sandwich with
cheese, cole slaw, fries,
At
ice cream; Tuesday —
YOTOP
Western Baptist Hospital
cheeseburger plate or
spaghetti with meat
Paducah, Ky.
sauce, tossed salad,
french bread, gelatin
with fruit; Wednesday
BOOSTERS PL.V4 CHILI SUPPER — The
wiener winks or Murray Band Boosters will
•
IP
bold their fall Chili
breakfast for lunch, egg Supper Friday
night preceding the Murraymcmuffin (egg, ham, Russellville football game
Dinner will be served
Ohio &
cheese on bun), tri taters, from 5 p.m.-7 at the Murray
oroscope
Middle School
applesauce, cinnamon Cafeteria. The cost is $1.75 and
Joyce's
includes chili,
roll; Thursday — crackers, dessert, and a
Fraaces Drake
drink. Supper chairman
cheeseburger plate or Pat Swift (right) encourages
FOR SATURDAY,
everyone to come
taco burger, lettuce, and enjoy a great meal before attending the
OCTOBER 301982
7:30
What kind of day will tomor• tomato, whole kernel game. Proceeds from the event help fund the
row be? To find no wind tbe corn, pudding; Friday — programs of both the MRS and
MhLS bands.
stars say, read the forecast Pizza plate or vegetable Swift and director Paul Blackburn are shown
grilled
cheese
sandsoup,
given for your birth sign.
placing an announcement for the supper.
wich, dill strip, reeses'
ARLES
(Carter Studio Photo)
4-cup.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) dr1
A close tie is in a creative
rtAA.VOWA44r
OR
pod,but you're both temptefl
FREE (This Week)
to overspend. Cultural pursuits are favored this evening.
Halloween Mask
with country gravy
TAURUS
For Children
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Both include: Choice of Potato & hot rol
Work hunches are truly inwith
under
12
and All you can wit
spired, but you may be offPerfect choice
Purchase
base in your doubts about a
for double-crop
SALAD BAR
loved one. Guard against overExtreme early
doing.
maturity plus top
GEMINI
yield potential
(May 21 to June 20)
You're in a party mood and
SHOEMAKER SEED CO.
could push beyond your limits.
4th and Cliestnet
Accent moderation. You'll be
Ky. 42071
tAerrey,
moved by a loved one's sen753-7666
sitivity or consideration.
Oeshq Senday Nits Oct. 31, 1912 Fer Tbe Seesaw
CANCER
Thanks Geneva & Johnie
(June 21 to July 22)
Adding a decorative touch to
Arnenca's No.1 Best Seller
the home should be on your
agenda. Don't mix business
and pleasure, as little will be
Black's Decorating Center Black's Decorating Center Black's Decorating Center Black's Decorating Center Block's Decanting Canter Ilisch's %carat* Caster
accomplished.
LEO
(July 73 to Aug.72)
Tap your creativity. Take
LIP Painting, dancing, singing,
or some other artistic pursuit.
Surprises may come at a
distance.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 72) 1TP
You'll see eye-to-eye with a
loved one in matters of taste.
It's a good time to shop
together, though watch extravagance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A close tie's thinking may be
off about a money matter.
You're in a considerate mood
and will impress others with
your kindness.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IneeV'
You have an eye for the
unusual and an art object
could strike your fancy. In
matters of health and diet, you
tend to be careless.

PURDOM
•:

IN 11

110

Your Individual
H

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

FRIDAY,SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL
6 oz. Sirloin Steak $379

A. *2.9
Chicken 6ied Steak

SOUTHERN
BELLE

AGRI • 11

afgz

Black's

BLACK'S DECORATING MITER

We can match Sherwin-Williams'Paint....
FAMOUS Spred Satin
Latex Wall Paint
• Beautiful, flat finish

I

•Scrubs clean, stays
colorfast
• Easy water clean-up

SAGITTARIUS

al0
0

(Nov.72 to Dec.21)
Friends you meet today are
fascinating, but you're in an
escapist mood and could also
overplay your hand in SOMe
way.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72to Jan. 19)
Your thinking is right on the
mark regarding a business
matter. Too much company
now could wear you out. Avoid
tiresome types.

GALLON
REG. '1599

SAVE'6"

icr

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)

=.„.44

Others may promise more
than they can deliver. You
should also watch out for embarrassing slips of the tongue.
Enjoy cultural pursuits.

PISCES
(Feb. 19 to ?Aar. 20)
Where mutual goals are concerned, you're in total agreement with a loved one. Advice
about financial matters may
be unreliable.

753-0839

Glidden's Most Durable Rat
House Pal
• Quick drying, durable
flat finish
• Resists blisters. peeling,
cracking
• Easy water clean-up

WEN YIN1 MAKE
A VEY NM PAINT.IT 111•Will SAVE $6.00
701 So.4th St.
Sr

GALLON
REG.
5/9"
Mistroy

Block's Decorating Cuter Stock's Decorating Canter Black's Decorating Center Block's Decorating Cantor Black's Decorating Caster Block's Decors** Caster Block's

sports
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Racers deserve respect after taking EKU to wire
RICHMOND, Ky., — People may call the Racers
losers this year because they won't win over half
their hallgames. With a 2-6 mark today and three
games remaining, Frank Beamer's football team

will chalk a losing record into the history books.
Yet, for one at least one night during the 1982
campaign, Murray State played like champions.
Regular world-beaters they were.

BIRDMAN — Eastern Kentucky's Steve "Birdman" Bird (21)caught eight
passes Thursday,including this
crucial 20-yard reception on a fourth-and-10 situation with less than two
minutes to play. Murray State
defender Ronald Hopkins'makes a futile dive trying to break up the play.
Bird eventually caught the gametying touchdown pass in EKU's 21-20 victory at Richmond.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Get Your
High Calcium
Lime From...
THE KENTUCKY
STONE COMPANY
Hopkinsville Road
Princeton, Ky.
Loading Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 12 noon

9A

11 •

Finoanaoncking
To Qualified Boyers

•

- '
i‘f'•‘._

i---r-i- --'..-.

'

By The Associated Press
If Eastern Kentucky's
last-second escape
against Murray is any indication, the Ohio Valley
Conference is in for some
wild football games this
weekend.
Steve Bird scored two
touchdowns, the last on a
6-yard pass from Tuck
Woolum with 14 seconds
remaining, as Eastern
Kentucky nipped Murray
State 21-20 in a nationally
televised OVC game
Thursday night.
Bird's catch came six
plays after his 20-yard
reception on fourth-downand-10, which kept alive
Eastern's final 63-yard
scoring drive — and its
16-game OVC winning
streak.
"We got together on
that last drive and said,
'Hey, we're not going to
•

Get In touch with us, and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over 100,000 items
to *ell
We're looking for Sales Air
elitri
si
ambitious htuiband/wife
with an vile to break out on
their own And, we may have
buil what you're looking for

ON NEW 1982
•T. Birds
*Mustangs
•Escourts
•EXPS

Our unique Sales Agency Store
program offers an exciting opportunity to operate a buAness
of your own with•small investment, and also gives you the opportunity to take advantage of
the investment we've already
made. as well as oval's century
of CaLalog business experience
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wards name,
catalogs and credit Sell our
branded merchandise, and have
access to the same systems, concepts and minerals we use to
operate our company-owned
stores. Best of all, your investment will probably be considerably leas than would be repaired for a regular retail
besiness with similar sales
volume

Come in and we will show
you how you can save
hundreds of dollars
at these low interest rates

If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for a
future in your own business,
we'd like to talk about your personal qualifications and give you
mere details about our plan
Write or phone turkey
Jerry Glued will be interview
ing N... 10-11 le tk•
store.
For mere lafermetten
cal
759 9777

PARKER FORD INC.

lose this streak now,' "
said Bird. "I can't imagine ever playing on a
better team with a winning attitude."
Woolum, who got the
game's first score on a 1yard run, added: "I
wasn't worried. This
team knows how to win
and we're used to winning."
Murray Coach Frank
Beamer, whose team
snapped a five-game losing streak last week, said
that he hated "to see the
kids give such a great effort and come up short."
The victory boosted
Eastern Kentucky, the
top-ranked team in NCAA
Division I-AA, to 7-0
overall and 5-0 in the
OVC. Murray fell to 2-6
overall and 0-4 in the
league.
In OVC games schedul-

N

ed Saturday, Akron
entertains Tennessee
Tech and Middle Tennessee calls on
Youngstown State. In
non-league play,
Morehead State hosts
Western Kentucky.
In Kentucky smallA playoff for second
college games, Centre is place produced .a chamat Illinois College, pionship caliber game,
Georgetown is at home to Thursday, as the
Ashland, Ohio, and Calloway County Little
Hillsdale, Mich., calls on League football Chargers
Kentucky State.
nipped the Cardinals, 22Bird, who also dashed 20, in overtime.
three yards for a
The fierce competition
touchdown on a fake field at Laker Stadium was a
goal in the third quarter, playoff prelude to Saturcaught eight passes to set day's league championa school career pass ship games scheduled for
receiving record of 80. He noon and 1:30 p.m.
broke Jerry Parrish's Because of their Thursrecord of 76.
day victory, the Chargers
Murray took a 20-14 will play the Oilers for the
lead in the second half on league title in the second
Winston Ford's 73-yard Saturday game and the
Cards will play the
(Continued on Page 13)

Chargers win in OT,
face Oilers Saturday

Steelers in the noon consolation contest.
Thursday's game was a
bonifide nail -biter,
highlighted by the individual effort of Charger
halfback John Ahart.
Ahart scored on runs of
5 and 78 yards, plus he accounted for two two-point
conversion runs and he
also passed to Tim Armstrong for a 62-yard
touchdown.
Ahart's 5 -yard
touchdown and conversion in overtime gave the
Charge, their biggest
lead of the night, 22-14,
after being down by as
much as 14 midway
•"‘ throu
gh the second
period.
From the game's
The best person to see about
beginning it appeared to
be a Cardinal runaway
HEALTH INSURANCE may be your
when Ahart was trapped
car, home and life agent!
for a safety by Cardinal
•
defenders Scott Miller
Like a good neighbor,
and Darren McCuiston,
Sum
De,earl
,xere Oeet
State Farm is there
Then, Card quarterback Pat Gupton fired a
pass to Harry Henderson
for a touchdown and an 80 lead. Scott Miller put
the Cards ahead 14-zip
with his one-yard plunge,
Murray-E.Kentucky Slats
Return yards
but both after-touchdown
12
Murray State
0 3 10 7-36 Passes
4-174 21-37-1
conversici. attempts failSeem Kentucky
7 0 7 7-21 Punts
3451
2-40
EXY—Woolum 1 run Lovett kick)
Fumbles-lost
1-0
ed.
4-1
MUR—PG Lancaster 19
Penalties-yards
10-75
9-72
MUR—PG Lancaster 32
Time of Possession
26:27
3313 - After Ahart put the
EXY—Bird 3 run (Lovett kick)
Chargers ahead in overMUR—Walsh 73 pass from Ford ran INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
time, the Cards rallied on
failed
RUSIIII4G—Murray State, Ford 16MUR—Moreland 27 ran (Ford peas to 138, Moreland /940. Eastern Kentucky,
a fourth-and-nine situaBiggers)
Hairston 21-73. Thompson 3-31
tion when Gupton again
REV—Bird 6 pass from Woolum
(Lovett kick)
PASSING—Murray State, Ford 4-17-.3
found Henderson open
A-18,100
84 Eastern Kentucky, Woolum
and the Cards trailed, 22kfUR EICY 21-37-1 727
First downs
13
RECEIVING—Murray State. Walsh
20, with a conversion atM
Rushes-yards
42-240 42-152 1-73, Moreland 14. Eastern Kentucky,
tempt separating them
Passing yards
64
227 Bird 647, Blount 541
from another overtime
period.
Adam Chambers
became the defensive
National BastetbeJlAmociaten
FOOTBALL
hero when he stopped
BOSTON CELTICS—Cut Eric FernUnited States Football League
Cardinal fullback Miller
sten, center-forward
ARIZONA WRANGLERS—Signed
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS—Cut Ben Apuns and James Looney,
on the 1-yard line to end
Lows Moore, guard, and pieced James linebackers; Frank Kalil, centerthe game.
Silas, guard, and Richard Washington, offensive guard; Curtis Mold and Mike
4

8
,
00
,,
VIOr

Basketball
National Basketball Association
Regular Season Opens
Priday'a Games
Chicago at New Jersey
Philadelphia at New York
Boston at Cleveland
Atlanta at Detroit
Washington at Indiana
Portland at Kansas City
Dallas at Denver
San Antonio at Utah
Phoenix at San Diego
Golden State at Los Angeles
Houston at Seattle
Saturday's Garnet
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Boston at Atlanta
Washington at Chicago
New Vat at Milwaukee
Portland at San Antonio
Utah at Dallas
Houston at Golden State
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Detroit at Indiana
Seattle at San Diego
Phoenix at Denver

Pro Football
MIAMI (AP) — A
Dade circuit judge
ordered former pro
football player Don
Reese to prison for at
least six months, saying the ex-Miami
Dolphins' defensive
lineman had to be held
accountable for
violating his drug probation by using cocaine.

Racer Football Stats

Player Transactions

forward, on the injured reserve list
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Signed Terry Dueroct guard
MILWAUKEE BUCKS—Placed
Chsrlie Cris,guard, on the injured
NEW YORK KNICKS—Cut Reggie
Ciller. grand Raced Campy Russell
and Toby Knight, forwards. no the injured reserve list
PHOENIX SUNS—Cut Charles Pittman. forward, and placed Craig
Dykema, guard-forward, on the injured
reserve list
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS—Signed
Randy Smith, guard. Waived Ray
Blume and Mike Evans,guards.
WASHINGTON BULLETS --Cut
Carlos Terry and Garry With, Lewdforwards, and Kevin Porter, guard
Placed Kevin Grevey. guard, on the injured reserve 1St

Mason, offensive tackles: Wayne
Baumgarckier, wide receiver. and Mike
Williams. Terrell Ward and Darryl
Hall, defensive backs, to two-year Cantrsets
NEW JERSEY GENERALS—Signed
Mike Mitchell, defensive end, Sam
Sopp, defensive beck; Maurice Cleanmons, linebacker; Ken Miller. tight
end; Bob 1Rencaratti, defensive tackle;
Lance Saco, tight end; Jay Veneto,
quarterback. Kolas Elkin. wide
receiver; Steve Powell, rimming bark.
Charles Bruton, defensive beck . Paul
Columbia, tight end; Phil Dens. delensive tackle, Mart DiFabio, guard. Paul
Hitt, linebacker; Torn McCcenaughey,
wide receiver, Frank Monello, defensive beck; Jul., Mortlega. defensive
end. Kevin Sadler, guard. John Starchvent, defensive end. Tony Sonora.
guard.

Larry Krouse Insurance

MONTGOME

753-5273 701 Main

Biggers with a 2-point conversion pass putting
Murray ahead, 20-14.
"I never had any doubt we wouldn't
win," said
emotion-choked Mike Mahoney, MSU
defensive
coordinator. "I had this feeling all week
long we
were going to win. They just came up with
some big
plays on that last drive. That Bird kid is
the best in
the league. Our offense kicked their tails
the whole
game."
And the Murray offense did the job
while overcoming three interceptions plus the loss
cf senior
fullback Jeff Tarrence to a knee injury on
the third
play of the game.
Neal Cummins, who filled in for Terren
ce, said
the Racers "never really controlled the
game," but
"we ran the way we wanted to."
Even Bird was compelled to praise the
visitors'
dogged determination. "Murray is definit
ely one of
the better teams we've played all year. I
was really
impressed with the way they hung in there."
But hanging in there wasn't enough.
Beamer
knows that. EKU knows that. And still, you've
got to
admire the heart those Racers played with.
Holding the nation's best to only 21 points
(third
lowest scoring night by the Colonels this
year),
shutting off EKU's potent ground game (152
yards),
and forcing the Colonels to rally for
victory in the
final seconds over a team some picked to
lose by 28
points is certainly an heroic effort.
Beamer contends he isn't 'much for moral
victories, a loss being a loss no matter what.
But he
praised his team for a great effort, noneth
eless.
"We just came up short, that's all. I'm
very,
proud of our ballclub. They deserved to win." very
Next week the Racers are on the road again,
playing at Austin Peay's Homecoming, Saturd
ay (1:30
p.m. kickoff).

Wild OVC weekend expected
after EKU-MSU spine-tingler

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?

CALL 365-6881

Eastern Kentucky, undefeated and ranked No.1
in the nation, had to fight for survival against the
underdog Racers who played their guts out.
It took a superhuman performance by Colone
l
receiver Steve Bird to pull a 21-20 win out of the
inferno, and even after he caught the game-tying
touchdown and EKU went ahead on the ensuing extra point the game was still in question.
With 14 seconds left, Murray's kickoff return
team was lined up in EKU territory after the Colonels were penalized 27 yards for fan interference.
Murray had time for two more pass playa, but
a
Racer victory just wasn't in the cards...
... an unforgettable performance by both teams
was.
Bird and Racer quarterback Winston Ford were
honored as the Chevrolet Players of the Game and
$1,000 scholarships will be presented to their
respective schools for their performances Thursday night.
Bird won the game for Eastern, collecting eight
passes for 97 yards and one score. Ford almost won
the game for MSU in front of 18,100 partisan Colone
l
fans and a potential tv audience of 23 million cable
subscription homes.
The senior from Memphis became the first MSU
rusher to gain over 100 yards in a single game this
season, accumulating 128 stripes'on 16 carries including a 53-yard dash. The run was a touchdown,
as televised replays pointed out, but game officials
saw him stepping out of bounds on EKU's 26.
The Racers settled for a field goal on that drive.
"I didn't think I was out," Ford said later. "But
that's the way it goes sometimes. I thought before
the game that the team would reflect how I played.
I knew everybody's relatives would be watching on
tv and I was pretty nervous. Everybody was tight at
first. I just went out there hoping to do my best."
His best included a 73-yard touchdown bomb to
John Walsh which cut the Colonel advantage to 1412 with 4:20 showing in the third period. With 4:50
left in the fourth period, following Ellery
Moreland's 27-yard TD scramble, Ford hit Chris

524 Main

759-9888
•

Little Racer
practice
scheduled
All former Little
Racers intending to participate in this year's program should attend
Saturday's 9 a.m. practice session at Racer
Arena.
The Little Racers will
be directed by former
Murray State cagers Tom
Adams and Mike McKinney.
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OVC weekend...
(0eathused true P140111)
aceriag pass is Jahn
Walsh and Ellery
liereiand's 27-yard rya
With Eastern Keatoys Wiest= record
safe far sasiksr egoism&
It falls to Akre, to keep
the OVC title chose alive.
Akron, 3-1 in the OVC
4-4 overall. is the only
team with a allot at
&privies Eastern Kentucky of its third straight
conference crown.
Eastern, with two OVC
games left, would clinch
a share of the title should
Akron fall to Tech.
The Zips come into the
game off a tough 12-10
loss to Marshall that saw
Akron dominate in
everything big the ftnal
score. Tennessee Tech.
meanwhile, will be attempting to rebound from
NOT THIS TIME — John Walsh, Racer receiver, Ms the
ball batted away dining this pass play, but he a 34-14 thrashing at
returned the favor by blitzing the Eastern Kentucky Asked
= on a 73-yard touchdown pass in the third Morehead, the Eagles'
quarter. Among those waiting to catch the pieces etthis breakup
are Colonel defender Anthony Jones(12)and biggest offensive day in
Racer receiver Stan Trice (81).
five seasons.
Middle Tennessee, at 6Staff photo by Jun Rector
2 one of only three OVC

beams with • Mamie*
recent appsere out el the
Me chine wUk • 34
mart Sot herblike a Ma
at &Men Kautirelty. But
the Moe Raiders mil
IM. ewer the leasse's
rumen" apse
Alma
Mee sod Miele baste
Yeauptews,34 aid $4.
Despite its showing
*pima Temeieseee Thcb
Morehead, 44 aad 14,
ettil owes the meekest ettense in the OVC. The mit
averages only 210.1 yards
a garne.
But Morehead ahowed
considerable apart last
week. particularly with
the passing of Mike
and the clash
with Western Kentucky
could turn into an aerial
circus. The Hilltoppera,
who ride the arm of
quarterback Ralph Antone, threw a scare into
Eastern Kentucky laid
weekend before falling
35-21.
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753-3355
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Walton begins brittle comeback with Clippers
By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Bill Walton, whose brittle feet apparently had
ruined his spectacular
career years ago, begins
another comeback attempt with the San Diego
Clippers tonight as the
National Basketball
Association opens its 37th
season.
Walton, who has played
only 14 regular-season
games since 1978 because
of feet susceptible to

stress fractures, plans to
play one game a week
between law school
classes at Stanford
University. He is expected to be in uniform
tonight for the Clippers
when they host the
Phoenix Suns.
"If he continues as he
has in exhibitions, after
the first of the year he
could be up to two or
three games a week,"
Clippers General
Manager Paul Phipps

Lakers, Tigers host
districtfoes tonight
Both Calloway County
High and Murray High
play host tonight (7:30
kickoffs) in important
district showdowns.
Calloway (6-3) receives
Webster County (5-4) in
Laker Stadium in a mustwin situation for the
Lakers. A Calloway win
and a Lone Oak victory at
Union County would
throw the Class 3A
District I race into a
three-way tie between
CCHS, Lone Oak and
Union.
Union County can
claim the title outright
with a 5-0 district record
by beating Lone Oak
tonight. CCHS must win
to be considered in the
Dickerson tie-breaking
system should Lone Oak
prevail.

In Class A, District I,
Murray (5-4, 3-1) needs to
knock off first-place
RussellvWe (4-5, 3-0) to
keep its hopes alive for a
three-way league tie, including Ballard
Memorial. MILS and
Russellville met in last
year's game that decided
the championship with
Murray losing in overtime, 17-14.
MHS will host
Russellville tonight in Ty
Holland Stadium.

said Thursday. "We still
have to meet with him
again to iron out his
schedule."
The Clippers won only
17 of 82 games last year,
so any contribution at all
from the 6-foot-11 center
who led UCLA to two
NCAA titles and Portland
to an NBA championship
in 1977 would be welcome.
The opening-night
schedule also includes
Chicago at New Jersey,
Philadelphia at New
York, Boston at
Cleveland, Atlanta at
Detroit, Washington at
Indiana, Portland at Kansas City, Dallas at
Denver, San Antonio at
Utah, Golden State at Los
Angeles and Houston at
Seattle. Milwaukee, the
only team that doesn't
play tonight, opens Saturday night at home against
the Knicks.
The Lakers hope to
become the first team
'Since the 1968-69 Boston
Celtics to win the NBA title two years in a row.

The defending champion
Lakers, who won in 1980
and last season, will have
much the same cast of
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Earvin "Magic"
Johnson, Jamaal Wilkes,
Norm Nixon and Bob
McAdoo.
But one major addition,
top NBA draft pick
James Worthy of North
Carolina, might be
enough to push the
Lakers over the top
again.
"I don't know if we
have any real, glaring
weaknesses," Coach Pat
Riley said. "But there are
some things we can improve on. Specifically,
our overall team defense,
allowing teams to shoot a
high field goal percentage. I think we can get
better there."
The Lakers lost only
two games in the entire
playoffs last season, but
Riley doesn't forsee an
easy road to another title.
"There are two major
ingredients that con-

tribute to the fact that an
NBA champion has not
repeated since 1969,"
Riley said. "First,
everybody plays much
harder against you every
night. Games in
December become like
championship, games,
and it's difficult to sustain that through
playoffs.
"Second is the mental
attitude. The team has to
grow closer, because it
will be challenged like
never before. The team
must form a solidarity."
At least three teams —
Seattle, Denver and Utah
— planned to open the
season with 11 men on the
roster, one less than the
limit. Of the three, only
Seattle was among the
one-third of the league
that made money a year
ago.
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Hal E. Winchester

FUN FOR
EVERYONE

BOARD MEMBER

District No. 1 (Hazel)
General Election,
Toes., Nov. 2, 1982
Your Vote & Influence Appreciated

"1981 CLEAN UP SALE'
All 1982 models must go to make room for our 1983 models. Our factory carry
over allowances have ben received and we are pacing the savings on to yes.
PONTIAC 6000LE SEDAN

4015)
Stock No.
Was
1982 C215
Cadillac FleetweedBrougho (Buis)
21,304.00
1912 C2O9
Cadillac Cimmorrau
13,981.00
1312 8206
Buick Century LTD Set
12,690.67
1912 8206
Buick Century LTD Sed.
12,690.67
1912 8212
Buick Century Cast. Sod.
11,315.61
11I2 ri8
Olds Firenza Sed.
9,141.76
1912 P211
Poet. 12800 Cpe
9,05836
1312 Pn1
Poet. 6N1 Cpe.
10,001.63
1982 P712
Pont. 6818 Cpe.(Demo)
1912 P224
Poet. 6100 Sod.
10,558.67
1982 P238
Poet. Trans Am
14,648.11

•

PCA NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP

Now
17,600.00
11,995.00
10,570.98
10,570.98
9452.04
8,418.84
7,65512
8,995.80
9,444.56
8,90111
13,633.11

florin Ibis special sale we are efferiet 14.9% fivakiet to qualified castswers.
Our gm rem will be spa fru 631 p.m. -UM p.m. Noe. -Tees. -Tilers. al Friday.
Buick Century

Murray Livestock & Exposition Center

October 26-30
sere
Money.
pips bending
to row specs.
'TAILPIPES
*DUALS
'EXHAUST PIPES

• Champion coonhounds & pups on exhibit
• Drawing for hunts at 5 p.m. each day
• Radioed play-by-play from the woods

Saturday Line-Up:
Discount
Mufflers
free

10%..20% off
0. Wisest Parts

11:00 a.m. - National Championship Benchshow
1:00 p.m. - Pup & champion hound auction
4:00 p.m. - Breeder of the Year awards

laspecthe-

PURDOM

MOTORS

"Satisfied Customers are our main concern." 14.$ Woo Mais-713-63151

LLI

$19930

ELECT

CALLO WAY COUNTY SCHOOL
Other prep giunea with local interest
played tonight include Mayfield at
Caldwell County; Trigg County at
Heath; Marshall County at Henry County, Tenn.; Crittenden County at Ballard
Memorial; Christian County at
Hopkinsville; Greenfield, Tenn . at
Fulton County; Dresden, Tenn., at
Fulton City; Fort Campbell at McLean
County, and Todd County at Butler

&WM iLECTIVINCIP
WT!UMSCN16411TIA 00111.00WWT

VP' Kika.055

CI

FREE ADMISSION
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753.9868

Holiday Inn
Headquarters

\k

okia
l
ouni
of Murray
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Churches in city and county announce services for Sunday

(Cestheeed tram
So,

Various churches in the
city and county have announced meetings and
services for Sunday, Oct.
31, as follows:
, Presbyterian
First Presbyterian
L. D. Workman-Owner
Church will celebrate
At Five Points..753-6782
Reformation Sunday in
lp hymns, according to the
ATTEND CHUROA pastor, the Rev. R.E.
HOURS:
Rabstin• Hymns from the
REGULARLY
Sun.-Thurs.
Reformation Period, II7 a.m.-1 1 p.m
lustrating the Reformed
Fri.
'
Sat.
Tradition, will be sung
7 a.m.-Midnight
during the worship service at 10:45 a.m.
WRaKER
fins
Church School will be
SERVICE
at 9:30 a.m. A nursery is
and
Air Conditioning
0NA.k. Tune-Ups
provided for both school
and worship.
Service
w 5 Points
Calvary Temple
Rudy Lovett
Phone 753-3571
The Rev. William Cox,
Nomommommism
or
Owner
Murray, Ky.
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services at Calvary Temple,
Highway
641 South. Rick
AL; Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
Clendenen will lead the
1½ Blocks East of So. 12th
song service with Donnie
1105 P •
753-1489 Peal as organist and
Stacey Stalls as pianist.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
"It's Finger lickhe Geed"
speak at 11 a.m. and 7
Try Ovr Deliciees lief end Nem Seedwiches
p.m. services at Hazel
Sycamore et 12th
Cell in Orders 753-7101
Baptist Church. Music
will be directed by Gene
Let Us Entertain Yoe
11,1111..1/111T4IN
Orr Miller with Gwyn
Key as organist and
Oneida White as pianist.
Sunday School with

University Gulf
a
c
s

R

Carroll Tire Service

Z

Kentucky fried Chicken

1.1.414111.11,
111/Is

Murray
Theatres

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main-Murray, Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

and Aug:i
Bob Chinn, R.N..
15% Discount Cult' carry
on Prescriptions
109 $o. 4th St.
Isms

753-1462

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Nesting, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
5th & Chestnut
753-4832

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

PIZZA HUT

t
'

•Phze•Peste•Sendwiclies
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

Mar-Lane Ceramics

Certified Teache

& Gift Shop *Custom Orders
Rt. 1

Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. *Supplies
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Murray
Wod.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
753-2540
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

753-4563

5125. 12th

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU
WOULD HAVE THEM
DO UNTO YOU

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1110 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Morrung Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
1010a.m.
Maiming Worship
11.00a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11.00a.m.
Evening Services
6.00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
945
Morning Services
11:00
Evening Services
600
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6.30 p.m.
Sunday School
10;00 a.m..
Worship Service
11.00
Sunday Nile
6.00 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Warship
60 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:01p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
Evening Warship
I:45p.m.
r EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:30 p.m_
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:10 a.m.
Evening Won*
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
141:45a.m_
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6. 45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:45a.m.
Morning Worship
10:0 a.m.
Singing, Eve Wor
600 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 CO a.m.
Evening Worship
4:33 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
11:00
Worilup Service
11 : CO a.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Siniday School
1143 am.
Preaching
11:10a.m. &4:00 p.m.
Wednesday night
7,00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m.
LONE OAK
PRIMITIVE
Id Sunday
2,00 p.m.
3rd Suriday
210 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
111:50a.m.
Evening Worship
4:00p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 %a.m.
Worship
11 10 a.m
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
600p.m.
NORTHSIDE
11 00 a.m
Morning Wend#
Bveligliondup
7 00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 am,
Preaching Serv
11.00a.m.
Nightly Service
6 00 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 03 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
WEST FORK
tIonung Worship
11 00a.m
Surday Evening
100p.m
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m_
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II CO cm.
Evening Warship
7 15 p.m.

110DITS G ROVE
Weridpkirvice
11:110a.m
7.00 p.m.
Evelio(%rap

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Plum) 753-1713

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioniag-Keeting-Commerciel Refrigeretiee

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
;802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Phone 753-5012

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10-45am
& 6.01 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10.30a.m.
Bible School
9:30a.m.
Kraals&erica
6:111

CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.03 a.m.
11 CO a.m.
6 00 p.m.
10.50 a.m.
410p.m.
1003 a.m.
11.00 a.m.
1000 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
600 p.m.
7- 30 p.m.

Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bait Study
100
A.M. Worship
10:50
P.M. Worship
I:10
Mid-Week
711
KIMSEY CHURCH
OF MUST
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Morning Worthip
10 Ma in.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m
(Sunday & Wednesdays;
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10.50 a.m.
Everung Worship
6 00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11,10 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:30 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
11,0 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:11 p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Serer*
1:31 a.m.
Bibie Study
IL 45 a.m.
Worship Service
10'40 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7.30 p.m.
winter
7.00 p.m. summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
11.50 a.m.
Evening Worihip
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10 30 a.m.
Evening Worship
it 00p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
11.51 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:0 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10:0 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:M a.m.
Wed. Eve. Bide Study
7:0 p.m

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

PURINA]
CHOWS

"Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

641 Super Shell eA
Op** 6:30 e.m.-Clese 11:00 p.m. 'V.4,0
Sendey Opee 8:00 e.m.-Clue 10:00 p.m. 4 •
A
Smyth i216 -nese 753-9131
mmiek.

Ilegeee•ea....,.
dee Nib QM

PRINTING

ALL UPSET
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
753-0202

Lynn drove
Feed & Seed

D & T Warehouse Foods

PRESBYTERIAN

Byron's Discount Pharmacy

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9101 in
Church School
Worship Serrict
HI:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:0/a.m.
Warship Sarrice
11 10a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 03
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 dam.
Worship Serrice
11 00 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.10 a.m.
Worship Serv
Ila.m,7 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
0:311a.m.
School
Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Ind lth Sun. Night
600 p.m_
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Somoday School
10:10a.m.
Mons* Worstdp
11:0Ia.m
110 & 3rd Sun. Night
7 • 00 p.ris
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 110 & bid
Sunday, 111111 a.m 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 100 a.m. 145 & bid Sunday,
11:01 a.m. 3rd & 40 Sunday.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
045
Sunday School
10.45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sigiday School
10:02 a.m.
Worship
11,00a.m.,303 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
11:06 10:50a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11,03 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:0 a.m.
Worstrp Service
11:00a.m.
Evening Ser. Wor.
6:M
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:COa.m.
Morning Worship
1110am
KITLICSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1003a.m.
Morning Worship
11:03 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:03 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.45 a.m.
Chweh School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
330 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
1001a.m.
SAnday School
1100a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. hid Sunday • 11•00 a.m. 4th Sunday SUnday
School 10:M a.m. Lot 3rd - 4th Sunday.
11 a m. hid Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. lit Sunday
& 11 00 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 110 Sunday - 10:00 a.m.,
2ncl. 3rd & 4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:08
Worship
1100a.m.
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.01a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:41 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:4S a.m.
Evening
COI p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
11:01 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:111
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
ISM a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday Sctsaol
10 a.m.
Morning Service
11 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

ley lidiseires, Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

75J-391

41111111•1111111110

FORD

Parker
. Ford Inc.

PENTECOSTAL
Vaughn
'
s Plumbing
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Wed Service
7.30p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
..n00ColswRd. .
Sim.Ser
7:11 p.m.
'Titer Bible Study
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
100a.m.
Sunday School
1140a.m.
Morning Warship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7 00 p.m
Thurs Nile
BETH:EL CHAPEL
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11 COa.m.
Worship Service
7: MI p.m.
Evening Worship
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
10.00a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m.,7 p.m.
UNITED,NEW CONCORD
10:0 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Serv.
11 a.m.,6p.m.

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
753-6168

104011 INY FATHER
AND THY MOTHER
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co. 1
, Lynn Grove Road

1

OTHERS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATER DAY SAINTS
5M S 1Ith St
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Sacrament Meet
11 50 a.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St, Murray
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11;00 a.m
2nd Wed.
7:30 p.m
RR bid Wed
12-3
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Etible Class
9.15 a.m.
Worship
10 30 a.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSF-S
Watchtower
10;30 a.m.
Bible lecture
930a.m.
NORTHSJDE
INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road,Derter
Sluiday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
1110a m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 11 00 a.m.
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
9.45 a.m.
Church School
11 CO a.m.
ST LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Masses
4:01 p.m.Saturday
11:00 a.m.Sunday
11 AO cm.Sunday
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
Ilth at Calloway
Church School
PEW a.m.
Worship
11:11a.m.
Sunday Evening
4:311p.m.

UOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 10 a.m.
Sunday School
10.03 a.m.
Evening Warship
5.M p.m.
NYP S. Worship
5.00pm
Wednesday Evening
6.30p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
N Y P S.
5:15p.m.
Evening Worship
I:00p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7.00 p.m.

753 5742

County Line Grocery

Groceries & Gasoline
Hwy. 121

6 Days A Week 6-7
489-2533 .1

Beale Hardware 1

aarirbee. Jet
Curtin wil
the evening servi
Grace Bapi
The Rev. U.
pastor, will apo•I
a.m. and 5:30 p
vices at Grace
Church, $17 Sou
St. Leland Pee

aml

Obsei

NitBlOBS

10th & Chestnut Streets
1. C. Enix

753-1474 1
Mu Fins

Purchase
• Equipment Co., Inc.
Charles Roberts, James Rickman
Hwy. 94 lest & Don Chapman

753-2215

Western Sizzlin
Steak House®
Now Serving Steak Si lobster,
12te
754-4555
Street T. Bone and Prime Rib

NAN*

SERVICE
CALLOWAY
Industrial Rolla 753-1423 or 753-0182

Storey's
Food Giant

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Joe Timid 8. Larry Na.
507 S. 12th

753-2114

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR

Wheel Alignment
753-6779
ANIMMOMIIRMIMIamy

~a p
a Blackot
Kero-Sun
one In yo
P4Pes fro
Importar
long dun
your Itfe.
hourstankful o
Kero-Sun

There are

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

ne4

WHEN TH
KERO-SUI
KEEP YOt
Dontbe

cooking'
99.914 flit
Pennies

Bei Air Shopping Center
msiemmeamemsl

NagemoMmmemmiesimiumals1

Hooks

NIMMMIIME1111011111

1111111111NM

ACP

kluging Our 3rd Year of Airline
Service to Murray & Calloway County
019-2199
11111•11911011=101111111=11

Clean up Tele
the special psi
Leadership Foun
national educat
research orgiu
based at Dulles 1
0. Box 1 7
Washington, D.(
Martha Rountree
dent.
Recently I rec
the mail petition
end the airing
TV programs in
I answered, est
told the televis
works that I'
enough of exces
violence and pro
prime time TV at
Mrs. Roundtre
stated, "If we do
up TV now, it wi
of our most
patriotic, religi
family values. 1
special reason
angry about whs
shown on netv
these days.
"For many
worked in the t
industry. I coand moderal
award-winning
Press' show. Sc
first hand T1
potential for inf
and good enterl
t lately, I'
mostly its vast
for evil. More a
instead of u
wholesome fan
tainment, we s4
sex and crude
And programs
ing anti-mori
patriotic and al
lifestyles and va
She quotes Bil
as saying just I
death," Writers
ducers are worl
ty, permissive
responsibility,
scenes of sen
sex, provocativ

"Serving You Since 1897"
Blue Gross - Hardware
Case & Buck Knives
St.
214 Main
753-1 543

COOPERATIVE

408 N. 4th

753-2380

701 Main - 753-5273

NAZARENE

Hendon's Service Station
CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
NO.4th Street Phone 753-1921

The Sandmen
directed by
Gresham with I
sad Backed WI

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

FLAV-O-RICH
Norm, Ky.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We Us. Piestic end Weed
13th St.Treetnuint For Mehl hinges
S.
300
Aummiamisomeeiet

Victor's Restaurant

METHODIST

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:10a.m
Evening Worship
700p.m.
SPRING CREEK
1003 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:01a.m.
Training Union
6.31 p.m.
Evening Warship
7:3I p.m.
Wed. Worstup
7:10p.m.
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9.45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:110 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11:0 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:110 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
Evening Worship
11,• p.m
7:0 p.m.
Wed. Evening Sac.

ALMO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service

Day at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. hour. Sunday School with
services. The pastor, the Ron Walker as director
Rev. Wayne Carter, will will beat 10a m.
speak about "Mission
Seventh & Poplar
I've Get The Shield
Possible" with scripture Services will be at 8:30
Saw hoomeip
from Acts 1:8 at morning and /0:40 a.m. and at 6
Das McIlett
For Year
ri
hour and about "Motives p.m. at Seventh and
(10
Ufe•Iloalth•
753-0445
Neaps
Sill(TO B
For Evangelism in the Poplar Church of Christ.
522
who Car•Sesiaoss•Ferm
W.fAaia
Early Church" with John Dale will speak
scripture from Acts about "How's Your
5:40:42 at evening hour. Reputation?" with scripVK 1OR
W.B. Oswalt, layman ture from James 1:19-27
from Elm Grove Baptist at morning hours. Stan
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
Church, will speak at the Simmons arid Dale both
WE DEUVER
beginning of the evening will speak about "Count
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
service about the The Cost" with scripture
,
'1301 W Main- 753-7745
Cooperative Program. from Luke 14:25-33 at the III
vsmemsessinsosisul
Donald Crawford will evening hour.
direct the music with Pol- Assisting will be Jerry
ly McGinnis as organist Bolls, Jack Rose, Danny
AlifIr ^+PSIP•
SerV , CeS1
and Beverly Carter as Cleaver, Sam Parker,
pianist. Sunday School Bill McCoart, Gene
kliarvey, Ky.
753-1317
with Jimmy Vance as McDougal, Euin Dick,
director will be at 10 a.m. Bob Hargrove, Earl NanWestside Baptist
ny, Paul Ragsdale, Don
The Rev. Don Farmer, Spiceland, Joe Garland,
pastor, will speak at the Gene Roberts, Terry
Maul Mocks & Reedy Mb Cosa.%
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser- McDougal, Tommy Carvices at Westside Baptist raway, Kenneth Grogan,
East Main Street
753-3540
Church, North 15th Charles Lamb, James 0.
Street. Gene Jones will Lamb, George Patterson,
serve as deacon of the Webb Caldwell and David
week.
Wright. Bible study will
Tommy Scott will be at 9:45 a.m.
direct the choir as they
Memorial Baptist
sing "Little Is Much" Dr. Jerrell White, Lynn Grove
435-4415
with Susie Scott as pianist pastor, will speak at 10:50
COt
and Patsy Neale as a.m. service at Memorial
organist. Ray Conklin Baptist Church. Bobby
will sing a solo at the Hancock will speak at the
morning hour and Belin- 7 p.m. services. Elmer
Lowest Groceries In Town
'Cloned On Sunday-To Better
da Gooch at the evening
(Continued on Page 15)
Serve You On Monday"
623 So. 4th St.
759-1144

essimasseimmair
Compliments of

.4110111W

•
a

Don Bailey as director
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Church Training with Pat
Hutson as director will be
at6 p.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Roland Jones,
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service at Goshen
Unied Methodist Church.
He will be assisted by
Scott Coleman.
Mike Brunn and Tonya
Thompson will sing a
duet, and the Children's
Group will sing a selection for the worship hour.
Sunday School will begin
at 10 a.m.
South Pleasant
The Rev. W.T. Call will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. Dr. Truman
Whitfield will direct the
music with Tommy
Gaines as organist and
Kathy Erwin as pianist.
Sunday School will
begin at 9:45 a.m. A
special fifth Sunday night
singing will be at 6 p.m.
with The Prophets
Quartet from Coldwater
Baptist Church as guests.
A potluck supper will
follow the singing.
Scotts Grove
Scotts Grove Baptist
Church will observe
Cooperative Program

Illakw. beacon
amok, and John
swaiet.

PAGE IS TIM NMIA Y.Ky..WI=a TOMS.Friday.Ikea.,P.IOW

day

I'd
Fr Yeer
okilkadtbeNemats

"Iiminess
•

st111Pront
with Specialist

LIVER
OR DINING ROOM
-- 753-7745

Churches
(essdinnadfrom Pao 14)
Shebir. deacon at the
week and Jahn Hine will
assist.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton
Gresham with Margaret
and Michael Midas as
accompsnists, will sing
"By and By" at the morning service. James and
&Ron Carlin will sing at
the evening service.
Grace Bopthe
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at le:Se
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
St. Leland Peeler will

direct
chsir nessenws
as they sig "Iftepptire he
The Light" with Drams
Jonas as erpmist mad
Terry Downey asOdd.
The Youth Choir will
sing at the evening service when The Lord's
Supper will be observed.
Sunday School with Dan
Mingles as director will
beat 9:46a.m.
Christiam Seisms
The Bible lessen
moo to be read at Clinetian Science Society,
Murray,at II a.m. will be
on the subject of
"Everlasting Punish_-

Observations

6397

Mix Co.
Count,

753-3540

ve
led
435-4415

Foods

er

759-1144

harmacy

4-1 Service

753-2380

'arker
rd Inc.

oin — 753-5273

thing

ler
753-6168
Ipaammiammil

IkTHER
THER

Co.
753-5742

ocerv

lays A Week 6-1
489-2533

aunt" and inciedes a
wow frees Psalms.
Coldwater flaptiet
The Rev. Dallas
Carposter, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. mud 6
p.m. services at Coldwater Baptist Merck
Bobby Meaning will
direct the music with
Debbie Richardsoa to
sing a solo at morning
hoar. Harold Elkin will
direct the mewing meek
with the Youth Choir, led
by Timmy Manning, to
sing.
First Methodist
Dr. Walter E. Miachke,

by Lochi• Hart

Clean up television
Clean up Television is smutty innuednoes and quotes figures for the last
the special project of situations into their two month's shows on
Leadership Foundation, a shows. I fear they are TV.: "Engage in extranational education and depicting life as it is go- marital sex 42 times;
research organization, ing to be if they are not make sexually suggestive
comments outside marbased at Dulles Road, P. diverted."
Red Skelton says, riage 1619 times; be in0. Box 1 7 4 1 8 ,
Washington, D.C. 20041. "Now they say this volved in public sexual
Martha Rountree is presi- doesn't affect your activity 1126 times; or
mind...but if you can commit acts of violence
dent.
Recently I received in subliminally sell a pro- 2,067 times."
Please write your prothe mail petitions to help duct in 30 seconds, what
end the airing of vulgar does one hour of filth and test to Mrs. Rountree if
TV programs in Murray. violence do to your you agree with her on
cleaning up the TV
I answered, asked, and brain?"
Mrs. Rountree further shows.
told the television networks that I've had
enough of excessive sex,
violence and profanity on
Join us for
prime time TV shows.
Mrs. Roundtree's letter
stated, "If we don't clean
up TV now, it will rob us
of our most precious
patriotic, religious and
family values. I have a
special reason to be
angry about what's being
shown on network TV
these days.
"For many years, I
worked in the broadcast
Industry. I co-produced
and the TRUTII Band
and moderated the
award-winning 'Meet the
Press' show. So I know
first hand TV's vast
potential for information
and good entertainment.
Eitt lately, I'vit seen
mostly its vast poiential
for evil. More and more,
instead of uplifting
wholesome family entertainment, we see vulgar
sex and crude violence.
And programs glamorizUNIVERSITY CENTER BALLROOM
ing anti-moral, antiTue Nov 2, 1982 7:00 pm
patriotic and anti-family
Tickets: $3.00 advance
lifestyles and values."
$3.50 at the door
She quotes Bing Crosby
as saying just before his
Tickets on Sale at:
death," Writers and proBaptist Student Center
ducers are working nudiChamber of Commerce
ty, permissiveness, irPeople's Bank-Downtown
responsibility, profanity,
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union
scenes of semi-explicit
sex, provocative dialogs,

ware

Jr.. pester. will week
ablest 'Tumbiliske
telive
ectame Bemuses
Achievement" wilb
ture from Raid= 3:111;4:14 gt SAS awl WM
am. amines at First
Mind Indisdit Oared
The Chapel Choir,
directed by Lards Clart.
will sing "For All The
Saints" at the early service. The Chemical Choir,
directed by Paul Shushan
with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing "Lord
Thou Hest Searched Me
Out and Known Me" at
the later service.
Moira(Spring
The Rev. Eddie Young,
pastor, will week about
"The Highway To
Heaven" with scripture
from Isaiah 35:1-10 at 11
a.m. service and about
"The Matchless
Ministry" with scripture
from Acts 3:6-7 and Luke
7:36-50 at 7 p.m. service
at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Paul Henderson will
direct the choir as they
sing "0 They Tell Me Of
A Home" with Renee
Young as organist and

Share, rowels's as
plait at raning service.
Temple MS
Ni worship service will
be at 16 as at Temple
EMI United Methodist
Church. but Seaday
Scheel
biat 11 a.m.
Hamostrepeek
at 11 am. service at
Itsusell's Craps! United
Methodist Church. Sunday School will be at IS
Hamel amid
Mamma's Camel
Quarterly conferiece
of Hazel and Maesn's
Mope' United Methodist
Churches will be at ii

&AL at Hemel MO Dr.
Freak Belle, district
sipminimedent. le ha dr
apsslar. J.w.awl Tad
isms re And tbe
sansie.
A inninoss min teal
LL. at 11 AIL Wilk•
WNW Ms&to be weed
at asea. Al sirvices will
be at Inset Much.
First Addles
Dr. David Rees will
speak abut — The
Trimmings Lover" with
scripture trim Pashas
1111:7-12 st WI6 a.m. service at First Christian
Church. Terri Taylor will
sing a solo with Mashie
Clerk as organist and
Margaret Porter as

emir direceer
ihe WSW Dr Themes
ARMIN is services
the art.
MO he Duels Coln. Jelsi
almedl
Ness. lame Manes.. sea stud Save Aiwa vall
MissIllwastt.sod Drill aide le arrow Ifs as
awl Nis MM.,
dram at 111m=
MS
=
aim bow MI
Dr. Bill
atthe awatag
'
pester. will speak abesi
Ways. Ebbw all limo
-A Celebrities linarast" • eels sad direct the
with scripture beim Ma& church dieir with Josa
theW 11:11411 at 16:16 florae, as amidst and
am service and.about Alliano Ray* as pianist
-Humpy.llesegli Monied at mereing Myr Kam
or Ussarrira- with Addeo will aim• We at
ecriptere treat I Corin- the ~sag service when
thians 7 at6 p.m.services G.T UahovS speak
at First Baptiet Arch. about "A
Baptist la
G.T.
dowse el Meacims. Ramis."

Free For The Asking'
WW1

BIM COUISPOIMENCI
COMM
be.

P 41071

REVIVAL
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
HIGHWAY 121 STELLA
OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 7

Sunday 11:00 A.M. & 600 P.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL 10:00 A.M.
7:00 Nightly
Rev. C.J. Dexter is the new Pester
of the Cherch and he invites ell old
nd new friends to attend these services
Evangelist — Rev. C.J. Dexter
Music Director — Donny Garland
Organist — Janet Arnold
Pianist — Brenda Wyatt

Friends Invited
Visitors Welcome
Members Expected

9 a.m.-12 noon

B t r Sale °nIY
VALUABLE

397'
'ore
ts
753-1543

Scotch Pine
753-1474
Moe Fitts

Inc.
s Rickman
In
753-2215

VAWABLE
WaI-Mort Cosmetic
Puffs

II

bster,
MD 759-9555

vniei THE POWER GOES OUT,
KERO-SUPP PORTABLE HEATERS
KEEP YOU WARM.
Don't be left In the Gold and dark
when a power blackout occurs. Keep
a Blackout Backup on hand—a
Kero-Sun0 portable heater. Using
one In your house could keep your
Pities from freezing. Most
Importantly In extreme cold over a
long duraticc, it could even save
your life. You get heat for up to 36
hours with some models—on one
tankful of fuel. What's more,some
Kero-Sun* heaters provide tight and
cooking capabilities. All models are
99.9% fuel-efficient And costlust
Pennies per hour to operate.
There are Kero-Sun* portable

300 Count
Reg. 78'
kerosene heaters for nearly every
kind of home or business. So you
can rely on the right amount of heat
to keep you and your property
warm during an emergency All are
easy to operate. Smokeless and
odorless In operation. Safety-tested
and listed by Underwriters

Expires Sat., Oct 30

90 m 12 noon only

Laboratories.
Stay warm during a power blackout
with the Blackout Backup—a
Kero-Sun• portable heater. See our
full line today
KERO-SUle HEATERS KEEP YOU
MUM DURING AN EMERGENCY

Reg. 84'

5 GALLON CAN
FREE WITH HEATER

753-2814

HBOR

Expires Sat., Oct 30
9om 12noon only

On Dative CONICOITT TO 0101INPV VAC I

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MESCHAMOME POUCY — N is our inlenlion to have every awn in
mock However O duo to any un/or0000n reason an advorbeed Own is not evaded* tor putchaso
wai-Mart will you. iii Ron Chock on rogues/ for thee milecroln(2011 10 be Ourdtase0 at the mei mice
wrnenever available. or wd sell you a sonar 40m eta COMMON.redUCtiOn el OfNCI W.Mien.• eV
right to hind wangles
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jakk S;

2. Mks
Novo 5 ashmetos? CA
759-4444 for am hi;
spiritiosool mosses* to
MON. pow *.
Chliilree's is 759-

'

I LOVE YOU
WILLIAM DAVID

Now Providence
Cemetery work day,
Saturday. October 30, at
8:30 a.m. For Information, call 4924594,

414s•
We specialise in
Rotary Antenna
and Tower Work.

SPECIAL
SALE
Roasiegtoa 36.06
Remington 243
Ion ens
;269.00 uai

CNIINEY
S1VEEPS

MEMNIN'S
WESTEIM
STORE

Chinew cloak
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
2121. Main
753-1586

2. NalIce

L Nolte

2. Notice

Fri. ssiemess bum(la
osier cItizsm le find is. Call collect 111442-

lb Min
oh Mem

1311

Trick or Treaters, come
by 1890'5 Halloween
night for tree cone.

tarpios
For
Christmas

Hoot Selo all
ilroonbooso Stock
Sift ?bre *ad ofi

Oriental rigs:
6' x 9' - $75-08
'z12' - $135.08
Cell 753-5914 or
382-2516
Silly Prided

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER

Carpet lestallatim
Swim

512 N. 4th
array,

•

ACROSS
1 Insect
4 Principal
8 Peasouper
11 Maple
12 Sicilian volcano
13 Actress
Lupin°
14 Sun god
15 Intellect
17 Slayer
19 Devilkin
21 Recent
23 Parcel of
land
24 Sly look
26 Inlet
28 Chime
31 Pekoe
33 Shade tree
35 Fish eggs
36 Exist
38 Of stars
41 GI green
42 Eggs
44 Goal
45 Yearning
47 Shout
49 Stitch
51 Plaything
54 Lamprey
56 Noise
58 Sorrow
59 Clever
62 Negative
64 Printer's
measure
65 Conjunction
66 Nourish
68 Vast throng
70 Dawn goddess
71 Seth's son
72 Affirmative
DOWN
1 Picture
holder

2 French article
3 Evergreen
4 Gas 5 Near
6 Pen's fuel
7 Metal
fastener
8 Percolate
9 Poem
10 Slender fish
11 Journey
16 - a daze
18 Tennis stroke
20 Favorite
22 Handled
25 Footlike part
27 Everyone
29 Game at
cards
30 Conducted
32 Nibbled
34 A month
36 Lad
37 Eden name
39 USNA grad
40 Crimson

Afton mksoniolloo
w ith deep appal:Italia yaw Mei
expressions of sympathy to tits Moods,
neighbors, family,
aortas of the
Calloway County
Hospital, Dr. Dee
Miller mai Billy
P'Poo4o.

CUID COMM OCEI
8111:110 GLUM CCU
131213 DUCE BUBO
111IMILIO
Wel Cull! ECOUEIC
COE CUEUUDDIDD
CCEU E1LIIi CCM
OCCIUMUUID UDD
UCCUUU 1111:11Ei CO
I312 10117C1LIEJ
OCCU UMW UDD
UDC GUEOU CUU
CEIGI GIOCCD GICEI
43 Puts on
guard
46 At present
48 Zodiac sign
50 Coils
52 Clayey earth
53 Pre-Easter
time

2 11

1

lini

Answer I. Thersday's Puzzle

55 Animation
Negative
59 Actor Vigoda
60 Pair
61 Decade
63 Old pronoun
67 Diphthong
69 Faroe wind

4 110 il

8

12

13

9

10

Handpainted
Factory &
Custom

153-9998

111
19
ril
•

22

21

17.18...
23
27

ii

61
ae
fa
32
33

28
34

29 30
kill

40
Mil

NOTICE
HAYRIDES
Bon Fire, Weenie
Roast. Group
Reservations 7594588, or 7537637.

FOR
SALE
RCA Color TV
1 milks en

41

'191"

laUUUU61

UU 50 51
iii iii
ill
ill id 57
Liuka
laII

N

UU
M
WUU

7I

UUU

52 53
58

ea
88

64

5. Lost and Found

Would the person who
borrowed Ray Griffin's
Anchor Machine please
call 753-7975 or bring
home.

III
15 18

153-3251

HAPPY 16th
1Card of Thanks
DA RON AND
EDDIE
CARD Of MA NKS
;:ss:ss!szssssei
The fondly of Ed

PINSIRIPING

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

.14•111W110.0

2. Notice

GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic Plua
Opes9-1 Daily
1-6 Sm.
h Ow calls
Inns•

72 UU

Found 1980 Jefferson
High School Ring at Bel
Air Laundry in washer.
753-1613.
Lost Black Hills Gold
Cross. South side Shopping area. Sentimental
value. Reward. Call
753-8051 days or 753-0224
evenings.
Lost at MSU Lovett
Auditorium, Mexican
Ballet, October 18,
small yellow gold
necklace. Chain approximately 22 inches
long, of varied links.
Pendant, "tear drop"
shape, approx. 1 inch
long, centered with very
small diamond, encircled by very tiny pearls
and with "tear drop"
shaped, small pearl at
base. Low market, but
high sentimental value
to owner, Kathryn
Carman. Phone
753-1552. Reward.
Lost brown and white
beagle, female, answers to name Jill. Lost
in Sherwood Forest off
Wiswell Rd. area. Call
753-6448, ask for Barry
or 489-2753, ask for
Terry.
Silver and gray kitten
from area of South
Main, name Adam,
753-3192.

pottr THROW IT, Po rr, BALL!PO ii!
GiucK!STOP!!

THEN MAY I

01942 United Feature Syndicate Inc

AmekLASKy-

DECORATE THE
PIECE I WANT
TO EAT?

NOT NOW-LATER

IF IT WAS
AtsIYONE SLIT
ZERO,IV SAY

I JUST WANTED
TO TELL siOU TWAT
You /REA GREAT
SERGEAP4T AND
I REALLY LIKE
BEI N IN THE

Ti-HS MLJE1øE
APRIL FOOL'S
PAY

A
S4
Y
•

121111

I

r0-2.c1

(
..7 HIS \
s-romAcH!,
fr. ...
/

I'M PLAYING N
WITH MY

WHAT ARE MDLI
DOING,
EL-M0

IN

YO-YO

_ 43

THEY
SAY THIS WITt1-1-QUeENI
ENSLAVED ALL MEN WITH
HER EYES-,HER SMILE
DROvE THEM MAP,"

WILL I NARm YOU ? NO.WILL
1 FREE YOUR SLAVES, ANP
ESCAPE ? YE9.

ii

5PDKEN LiKE A
TRUE JUNGLE MAN.
I SHALL ENJOY
TAMING VU...

X le 31:)

9.DIpsessWailld

Counter help needed. Would like ride to
Must be able to work 6 Detroit, Michigan
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday Saturday or Sunday.
thru Friday. APPlY In 0/9-2330.
person at Campus Cof13.
fee Shop, 214 N. 13to.
Trude
Immediate opening for 19" Color RCA color TV
•xperlenced Call 7530692.
bookkeeper-secretary.
Must be knowledgeable U.Want to Buy
in payroll, sales and
unemployment return Ford motor 390 autopreparation. Average to matic, good condition,
good typing skills and reasonably priced. 437the ability to meet and 4.462 or 437-4569
work with the public
McCutloch chain saw,
Excellent salary and model 600002U for ware
benefits. Please send parts. Call 753-6564.
resume, with re- We buy aluminum beferences, to Richard- verage cans, Birp Reson, Howe, Wilson and cycling Center behind
Cunningham, 301 Maple Pius Hut, Fulton.
St. Murray, Ky. 42071.
Would like to buy Farm
Wagon. 759-4.588 or 753OIL COMPANY 7637
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start im
Price Sale at
medlately. $35,000 plus
per year. For informa- Mayfield's nearly new
tion, 312-920-9677, ext. shop, Oct. 28, 29, 30.
ENCORE, 204 E.
177413.
Broadway.
Part time secretary
needed. Send resume to 140 Yards used carpet,
Art Travis, Box 95, all the same color and
odd table and chairs.
Benton, Ky. 42025.
753-6944.
Receptionist for Medi
cal office, general office 5 Diamond cluster ring
duties, typing. Send total weight approx. 50
resume to P.O. Box pt., great buy for
1040D, Murray, Ky. Christmas. Night 75914711.
42071.
75,000 BTU oil furnace
The Community De- with 275 gal. tank, also
velopment Agency of antique drop leaf dining
the City of Hickman is table. Both items in
looking for a qualified good condition. Call
person to serve as 753-9401.
executive director of 90 Point diamond
the agency. Director solitare ring, superb
must be able to attend quality, price too great
to detail, to write re- to pass up, great for
ports, applications and Christmas after 1:30
other documents as 759-1478.
needed. Director must
Antique 42 inch round
exhibit sound financial
oak claw-foot table, 4
management obladder-back chairs,
ligations and provide
$525. Call 492-8594.
planning expertise.
Qualifications for this Antique walnut corner
position include a col- cupboard refinished.
lege degree in public Call 753-1811.
administration, politi- For sale Air Comcal science or related pressors. Dill Electric,
field and 1 year ex- 753-9104.
perience in government For sale girls winter
management, or a high coat, size 4, like new.
school diploma and 2 753-7952
years experience in Pentex Bayonet Mount,
Community Develop- 135 millimeter, F2.13
ment Block Grant Pro- lense, 2X converter,
grams. Salary com- Sony 5 inch black and
mensurate with educa- white T.V. with AM
tion and experience. FM, Smith and Wesson
Qualified persons model 17 gun, two
should send 2 copies of double beds, bed room
their resume as well as suite with twin bed
the names and ad- 753-002.
dresses of 3 references
to Ms. Theresa Yates Power post hole digger,
k hoist,
Chair Community De- equipment and
router.
velopment Board PO
Call 753-7370.
Box 230 Hickman, Ky
42050. Deadline for ap- Set of solid maple end
plications will be 12:00 tables and coffee table,
midnight Nov. 1, 1982. girl scout uniform size
10, rocking chair, exerE.O.E.
cise bike, two wheel
Wanted, responsible
trailer, call 474-2789.
person to babysit and do
light housekeeping in Three sets, mud and
my home on the lake in snow tires. 1966 Buick
Panorama Shores area. 400 transmission. 1962
Must have transporta- Chevrolet transmission.
tion and references with 1971 Plymouth 360 mowork beginning mid tor and transmission.
December, Mon.-Fri., 828 S. lth.
9-5. Call 436-5380.
Very nice wood table
and four chairs, also
antique table, soda
barrel and cedar chest.
Receptionist, '53-8615.

For Sale,

15. Articles for Sale

clerk-typist. Requires secretarial
skills and the ability to meet public.
Apply in person
only. Credit
Bureau, Murray,
304 Maple St.

16. Home Furnishings
For sale: Maple rocker
$30, bean-bin table $30,
display shelving or
bookcase $30. 753-7737.

Two twin mattresses,
box springs and frames,
double dresser and
desk, all for $80
753-8631.
Vinyl hide-a-bed couch,
matching chair, and
10. Business Opportunity vinyl rocker chair. Reasonable. Call Scott at
753-6316.
Operating meat
market, includes build- Weber upright piano,
ing and equipment or reconditioned, buy and
will take on partner bought from Lonardo's
arrangement. Call 527- of Paris, In, Call 7530126 after 6 p.m.
8688

Morray Head Start is accepting splicetion for the following position:
Social Services/Parent Involvement
Coordinator
Applications are available at Murray
Board of Education office, 9th and
Poplar. Applications wiN be accepted until 4:00 p.m. on November 5, 1982.
Murray Head Start is on Equal Opifortanity Employer.
Ity Deve opment Agency of the City of
Hickman is looking for a qualified person to
serve as executive director of the ogency.
Director must be able to atend to details to
write reports, applications and other documents
as needed. Director must exhibit sound financial
management abilities and provide planning expertise. Minimum qualifications for this position
include a college degree, in public administration, political science, or related field and 3
years supervisory experience in government
management. A Masters Degree in public or
government administration can be substitute for
one 11
/
2 years experience. Salary commensurate with education and experience. Qualified
persons should send two copies of their resume
as well as the names and addresses of three
references to Ms. Theresa Yates, Choir Committee DevelopmentBoard, P.O. Box 230,
Hickman, Ky. 42050. Deadline for applications
will be 12 midnight, Nov. 1,1982.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Nitta Forillio

24. ANICORWMOIN

Layaway now for
Christmas and save.
New shipment of recliners and easy chairs.
also solid oak dining
roorn suites, buffet and
hutches, hide•a-bed,
floor lamps, bunk beds
and more. See us before
you buy, Careaway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
753-1502.
Pansonic 4 inch screen
portable TV., AC Plug,
Cigarette adapter plug,
earphones, new $80
759 4421.
Three pc. Living Room
Suite, chair, soda and
love seat. Dark wood
frame with cushions,
$250. Call 753-2977.

Do you wont to SELL or
SUY AVON call 7530171 or 753-0232.
Firewood cut lo order.
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
Firewood for sole.
Phone 753-3134 before
5p.m.
Firewood for sale. Call
753-1590.
Firewood $22.50 per
rick. $100 for 5 ricks.
Delt?ered. Free matches. 753-1896.
King, automatic wood
Mater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron vet.:
and doors. $249,99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
Slabs cut to order.
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
Special for 4 days, one 5
h.p. air compressor,
$900. Dill Electric, 75391114
Stove boards heavy
lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn.
Surplus leeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For information, call 312-9311961, ext. 1774-A.
TUCK'S DISCOUNT
PANELING Paneling
100 patterns. Exterior
Siding. 2 x 4's 5.79. No. 2
Shingles. Vinyl Rugs
51.95 sq. yd. Rolled
Roofing 58.95-roll. Exterior and Interior Door
Units. Vanities, top and
bet= $37.00 and up.
Hwy. 45, 1 ml. So.,
Martin, Tn. (901) 5873030.

11. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX
Your home is the best
place to see why we're
better. Free pickup and
delivery. We repair all
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639,

4.sewing Machines
For sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special Zigzag
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments in
c I uded. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
1964 Independent
Moline Tractor with
front end loader set up
for back holes, good
condition, reasonably
price, 49-2775.
Farring crates with
feeders and waterers
also 24 ft. 3 axle flat bed
trailer. CAN_ 492-8790
after 6 pin.
Tobacco Strippers,
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795.
Electric model $875.
Call Jerry Atkins, 7538407.

n.Muskal
INFLATION
PRICES
On Pion*, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Maroon car stereos.
World ef Sowed
753-5065
Fir We: 2 year oldr
home stereo system
excellent condition.
Yamaha CR420 receiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
speakers 5395 753-7217
after 5p.m.

73. Exterminating

26. TV-Radio
Car radio AM/FM for
small car. Call 492-8925

21. Mobile Home Sales
10x50 Two bedroom
mobile home. Economical gas heat, furnished, good condition,
$2950. 759-4552.
1974 12x70 Mobile home
furnithed, central heat
and air, washer and
dryer, 3 bedroom, 11
/
2
bath. Located at E14
Fox Meadows, 753-3643
or 753-684.
1980 14x65 Sunshine
Classic, 2 bedroom
large rooms, extra
clean. Ashley heater,
stove and refrigerator,
a deck, 2 sets of steps, 2
downs, underpinning.
901-247-5153 or 247-3994.
MUST SELL AND
MOVE. Owner has
buyer for property and
now has to sell mobile
home. 1975 12x50 with 2
bedrooms, built-in
range and refrigerator.
Only $5,800. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
A one or two, newly
decorated, central heat,
gas or electric, $85 to
$150 per month. Also
Kenmore washer and
Keiiey's Termite dryer
for sale. Shady
& Pest Control Oaks Trailer Ct.
Nice two bedroom
Ph* 753-3914
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom, $135 per
24. Miscellaneous
month. 437-4,162 or 43710in. Rockwell table 4569.
saw, 10ft, aluminum
braker, Sears miter 29. Heating-Cooling
saw, tube fireplace
Insert with fan. 436-2802
after 5p.m.
Air conditioning,
6 hp. Briggs Straton
appliance
and
engine with horizonal
refrigeration
shift, excellent condisertion,$150. 436-5454.
vice. All brands.
Aluminum topper for a
long wheel base wide
759-1322.
bed, good condition,
$100. Call 753-5181.
Custom firewood all 30. Business Rentals
hard wood $25 per rick For Sale GarageBody
delivered. Call anytime SMp. Terms. Discount
354-8590.
for cash. Excellent
Cut-up slabs $18 a rick income. Rents for $200
delivered. Call after 5 monthly. Will trade.
p.m. 753-8526.
759-1739.

P MURDER

BID
The City of Murray is requesting
bids on a four-wheel street sweeper. Bids
will be accepted on: 1) a new sweeper
with full warranty and 2) a new
demonstrater sweeper with full warranty.' Any sweeper bid will be required to
meet the minimum specifications.
The Public Works Committee has the
right to make exceptions to the
specifications when they feel it will not
have a significant impact on the quality
of the chosen product. The City Council
has the right to reject any and all bids.
Bids found to be inconsistent with the intent of these specifications will not be
considered. All bids are to be received in
the City Clerk's Office by 4:00 p.m. CST
November 11, 1982, sealed and marked:
Sweeper Bids-City of Murray.
The City of Murray has a 1973 Wayne
3-wheel sweeper that should be considered for trade-in. The price quoted
should show both the bid without trade-in
and the bid with trade-in. The City
reserves the right to choose the best
alternative for the City of Murray.
Holmes Ellis,
Mayor
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Three bay cleanup ONO.
Air compressor fornished. Call Eddie
PAorgan, 753421111.
Auto ctininup shop, 5
stalls with air corn
pressor. Contact Howard Brandon.753-4310.

Trl-plex. 2 bedroom Enloy the pleasure of an
with anieher end drew. obedient trained dog.
Pore NW refrigerator, Problems solved
International known
lease rooked.li34241.
Two bedroom brick, trainer, 436-311111.
$tove and retrigerator.
recently insulated.
miles southeast of
Muvray. Married Cent•niril sweet
couples, references, potatoes for sale. Rt. 4
Murray, 7S3-S.
deposit. Call 024594.

Wereisom
Stereos Specs
For bill

753-47111

32. Apts. For Rent
Easy access 2 bedroom,
furnished apt., 305 N.
71e. 5220 month include
gas heat and water.
901-247-5455.
One bedroom near
downtown Murray. 7534109 or 762-6650 or
436-Z44.
One bedroom, near
University. $75 per
month. Call 753-8146,
after 5:307532437.
One bedroom $75 per
month. Two bedroom
$90 per month. Water,
stove, refrigerator furnished. Lynn Grove.
Phone 753-7874.
One bedroom basement
apartment, private bath
and entrance, $150.
Deposit $75, 753-8294. Be
available Nov. 1.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment redecorated.
Also downstairs apartment located within
one block of MSU
campus, 2 bedroom,
living room, dining
room, kitchen and bath.
Adults only. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-9200 after 4 p.m.
Two bedroom, appliances furnished. $210 per
month. Call after 4 p.m.
753-3465.
Two bedroom duplex on
quiet dead-end street.
Central gas heat and
air. Stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher and disposal furnished.
Washer/dryer hook-up.
1225. After 4 p.m. call
753-9574 or 753-6513.
Two bedroom duplex
apt. 1214 Peggy Ann,
Murray. 492-8225.

34. Houses for Rent
Three bedroom house
for rent S221 per month.
Call 753-6129.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
fireplace. Close to MSU,
$325. 753-3006.
Three bedroom brick
ranch style, 9 miles
South, Mayfield. 18
miles West, Murray.
753-9898.
Three bedroom home,
$400 per month plus
deposit. 436-2582.
Two bedroom brick,
garage, fireplace, large
wooded lot, 10 miles
East. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9898.
Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady, near
MSU and downtown. 1
!/2 bath, private entrance. Available Nov. 1.
Can Rebekah after
54).M., 753-6577

31. Pos-Seppiles

41.Pak Sale

Produce

31. Uvestock-Supplies

Leant Drive in
Trailer O.
In Hwy.
14.
SW. °Whim,
and

GARAGE
SALE

31. Pets-Supplies

Fri. and Sat. 8-5,
1517 Oxford Dr.

AKC Basset hound
puppies. 8 weeks old
409-2599.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, adults.
AKC
Australian cattle dogs,
puppies from Import
Champion. 436-2151.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies, 7594588 or 753-7637.
AKC Registered Great
Dane puppies. Call after
5 p.m. 502-492-8812.

Children and ad*
clothing

and lato

more items.

Yard
Sale

.

Oct.

Sat. and Sen. 7
a.m.-4 p.m. 203
S. 1511, Street.

500 S. 916. 5Refrigerator, sink

Yard
Sale
1612 Collis
Form Rd. Sot.
ti's.

41. Public Sale

GARAGE
SALE

Yard
Sale

Fri

a Real Estate

:30-? Hwy. 299
say,

Sat.

Child

9-5.

609

Sycamore.

Misc.

dishes, Blair and

household

item,

Watkins

toys,

and admit clothes,

products

clothing.

and other items.

Yard
Sale
. 8:30-4. 1503
layshire

Dr.

P Is-atog-e4 p-h-1
enlarger,

baby

clothes to size 4T,
racks, Avon items
and mulch more.

Yard
Sale
1008 Olive. Friday
and Saturday. 94. Clothes, misc.
Items.

children's

41.11111011,M

CENTURY II Lore??.
Jobs. Realtors says
"TWAIN to yeti kr a
tresnewdoes Seuteersteer
I, Wimp Property. Our
office closed out 16
properties in September. While processing
thou properties, we
had ceneact with quite a
few qualified buyers
who emu expressed an
Wines in buying. De
you know of anyone who
may be thinking of
buying or selling real
Wats? 7531492

2111
30th

carpets, clothing,

Yard I
Sale

Wok

VIA.% iP/r

odds and ends.

Pit Bull dog puppies
UKC registered $100.
1-901-364-2402, Dresden.
Want a free puppy.
Small dog with long
hair. Call 753-1568.

and

Yard
Sale

41.Pubic Sail

For Sale 30 Feeder
Pigs, average 50 lbs.
480-2746.
Two horse trailer, new
paint, new floor and
tires. Call 753-5181.

.

Abel

hordes & Mennen
hisereeca &
Real Estate
Sostiside Ceert'Sq.
filerrey, lestecky
753-4451
_

ou
have
verything your
needs,camfort, size, value
location, in
beautiful 1
bedroom, 2 1/2
bath home in
Canterbury
tea. Custom
uality
hroughtout.
Large convenient
•
, den with
Lace. Priced
t $79,900 KOPPERUD
TY-753-1222.

•se bedroom Sc
kilts- Pine IlluOf Snores
near koateciir Loam
wow mtim Palm Ma
Ile Micheline turadioni
and applianceb Rimer
le mem In. Vow areal
eccupeacy. We will
lama your
case
investment went &Male
Loan at Ni inewest tor
SII months. Payments
11305 month Caution:
Brine bacon end ems
and year checkbook
when we visit this
restful retreat becalm
you will were to stay
overnight and welch The
deer and tee beautthri
Pewit* from the two
sundecks For weasel
tour contact Colonel
John 0 Pasco Pasco
Development Co. Inc.
759-9577, 7S3-1914. 753SAVE US$ buy direct
from owner
3 or 4
bedroom brick
1 vi
bate 1690 sq It. TVA
insulated. 160$ Belmont
753-41t3.
Three bedroom house.
Ite: acres of land, will
sell or trade. 753-6940

0.Atolorcycles
1171 Honda CR 250-1.
geed condition $.400 or
best offer. 4363425 after
5p.m.
1980 Yamaha 400
Special, small sport
terrine, crash bar, back
rest, excellent shape.
7S3-5422.
Honda CT 70 mini bike.
Call 753-5151.

44. Lotsfor Sale
For sale 1 ½ acres and
well, septic, and eiec
tricity, near Alma. 54000
firm. 1-442-6768.
Three acre lot, 31/4 miles
off 280. Must sell.
489-2775.
Vacant commercial lot
for sale /
1
2 block norte of
court square in down•
town Murray. Former
location of the Ledger &
Times newspaper
building which was
destroyed by fire.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY for all details.
753-1222.

S.Um,Cars
1969 Charger. good
condition, many extras,
1900. 753-3351.
1969 Plymouth Sport
Fury Convertible 383
Torqueflite, good run
fling condition. 7S3-9361.
1971 Ford Galaxy. 7535251
1971 Maverick 130, 6
cylinder staight shift,
good condition. 753-8124
1973 Cadillac. Runs
good, drives good, bOdy
rusty. 436-5642.
1973 Ford LTD, 2 dr.,
66,000 miles, $1,000
Phone 753-1403.
1973 Opal GT, 4 speed,
good engine and body.
$1,600. 762-2483.
1974 Ford Torino, 4 dr.,
good condition, $750 or
best offer. 753-6780..
1974 Ford, 2 dr , hard
top, local car, power,
air, automatic, small
engine, 2 barrel carburetor, extra good
radial tires. Call 4362
1427.
974
Vega. 4 cylinder
automatic, $700 050.
197e Fiat, 3P145,
Limited Addition, 4
cylinder, 4 speed,
FM, excellent condition. $2,995. 25" Zenith
color T.V. $160, 753-3315
leave message. 8131/2 N.
19th.
1976 Buick Century
Station Wagon. $1,350.
753-4445,
1978 Mazda GLC Deluxe, silver, air,
AMFM, cassette. Call
753-3660.
1979 Buick Riviera,
T -top. Call 753-3060.
1979 MGB, good condition, call 753-4023.
19110 Bonneville Pontiac,
silver, cranberry cloth
interior, AM-FM radio,
power breaks and windows, air, cruise, rear
defogger, wire wheel
covers, 55,475. 437-4473.
1980 Chevrolet El
Camino topper. Howard
Brandon. 753-4309.
1950 Toronado, excellent condition, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM cass
ette, leather interior,
spoke wheels. 753-9567.
19111 Chevrolet Citation,
A dr., nice car, 14,495.
Call 753-6753.

At CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...Rediscover the
teens!... Price range,
that is...This ex- 45. Farms for Sale
ceptionally neat twobedroom home in town Thirty acres of good
farm land, good
has just been
highway frontage on
redecorated -Interior
County Line Road. Must
and economical sell.
For more informaaluminum siding exter;
at
Five
Paints
tion, call 489-2775.
i Of - plus low -low
across from utility costs for your
budget and fenced yard 46. Homes for Sale
Dakota. Sat. 8-3
for your children and
p.m. Wide variety
pets. Dial 753-1492 now Completed in "82". 3
1
2 bath,
to start your bedroom, 1 /
of items.
ranch style home. New
e investment.
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck. $42,900.
1615 Oak Hill, 753-5014.
Office Caen fe Coen
ihners fie. Iveryelier.
For sale: 4 bedroom
brick one block unIMAM Service Sista 1901
iversity. Large living
1112 Csidirefer teed
room, country kitchen,
lAarrwf, Kean* 42071
2 baths, utility, hest
.,
Oct.
(512) 753-0184
30.
pump, storm windows, 6
Myna.
1505
Danbery.
in. insulated outside
L. KENNON
walls, $75000. 20 percent
10-5.
down. Pasco DevelopLiewmed & NNW
ment Co. Inc. 759-9577,
753-1914.
For sale or trade by
owner: nice 2 bedroom
home, recently remodeld, has heat pump,
on large lot, located 20
miles west- of Murray
and 10 miles south of
Mayfield. Call 753-8324.
Four bedroom, 11
/
2
baths, living room with
fireplace, central gas
heat and air conditioning home. One car brick
garage. Wooded lot.
Convenient to shopping
Immediate possession.
Priced at $311,750. Ken
Shores Estates.
753-7531.
Large and luxurious .4
bedroom residence
situated on wooded acre
only 3 miles west of
Murray, overlooking 50.1.hed Trucks
the Oaks Country Club
Golf Course. Five sets 1969 Dodge Pickup, V
of sliding glass doors automatic, needs ex
open onto private por- haust. $650 or best offer
ches and patios. Home 210 Barnett Str. in
has many outstanding Hazel. 435-4323.
features. Call KOP- 1971 Dodge Pickup.
PERUD REALTY, 753- excellent mechanical
1222.
condition, $150. 7S3-3269
Newly decorated tri- or 753-11729.
level beauty on two lots -1974 Chevy pickup, 6
in Kingswood. Central cylinder, straight shift,
gas heat, 4 bedrooms, 2 long wheel base. 0000
bath, large den, kitchen condition. 753-8124.
with all appliances in- 1974 Ford Van 300 cubic
cluded
Price reduced inch engine, 6 cylinder,
to $57,500. KOPPERUD straight shift, looks and
REALTY.
runs good. 753-8124.
Two bedroom house 2 /
1
2 1979 Chevy LOVII Ix1
acres, 7 miles east on Call after 6:30,434-5105.
200.136-2002.
1902 Dodge Ram Pickup
Very nice stone fronted repor
7s3
3ssed, for sale
home near college that
is ideal for retired or
newly weds. Home has 2 S.Campers
bedrooms, separate
dining room and utility 18 ft. Prowler Travel
room
Lots of extras Trailer, self contained,
including built-In range, Peeps six. It is nice.
dishwasher and dis- Call 435-4332.
posal. Large patio deck 1977 20 ft. Man of War,
and outside storage/- travel trailer, excellent
workshop. Priced to sell condition
Howard
quick at $23,500. For Brandon, 753-43/1.
more information call 21 ft. self-contained,
Spann Realty ASSOC
very good condition
753 7724
with air. Reasonably
Water front cabin, priced. 753-73/14.
completely redecorated Mini Motor Horne 1 tan
wood burning stove on dodge classic, perfect
Ky Lake, the Cypress condition, loaded with
Bay area, owner being all extras, must we to
transferred must sell
late
Oaks
153 3053
41 Ct Shady

LARGE
RUMMAGE
SALE

I

Yard
Sale

CITY OF MURRAY
ANNUAL LEAF PICKUP

EGINNING DATE: NOVEMBER 8, 1982
NDING DATE: DECEMBER 22, 1982
VACUUM MACHINE
EGINNING WITH:
NORTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET - WORKING EAST TO WEST
•
ROCEEDING TO:
I UTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET - WORKIN
G EAST TO WEST BAGED LEAVES SHOULD BE PLACED CURBSIDE. DO NOT RAKE
EAVES INTO STREET GUTTERS - THEY SHOULD BE RAKED 2'
R 3' FEET FROM THE STREET CURB. THE ENTIRE CITY WILL
•E COVERED TWICE FOR LEAF PICKUP
. DO NOT CALL IN FOR
HIS SERVICE - YOUR AREA WILL BE COVERED AS SOON AS
51 SSIBLE.
0 BRUSH OR TREE TRIMMINGS WILL BE PICKED UP THIS
ALL. THIS IS DUE TO THE END OF FEDERAL AND STATE FUNING WHICH HAVE IN THE PAST PROVIDED EXTRA MAN• WER FOR THIS SERVICE. FOR
A FREE ESTIMATE OF COST
R BRUSH PICKUP, CALL 753-5127, OR YOU MAY DISPOSE
F BRUSH FREE OF CHARGE AT THE CITY LANDFILL IF THE
EHICLE DISPLAYS A CURRENT CITY STICKER. FREE BRUSH
ICKUP WILL BE PROVIDED IN THE SPRING OF EACH YEAR.
MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT

•
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753-3311

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do y•ii need
~NM rewieved from Intnntv Telleent P
wrier yard Or lane Ing C oat,ac ter I
cleared of stumps, We Per Mowed mow*,
can Manna" ~Oa alb enterte• 'endow P
to 14 wows seemthe mittens% Cali 1$11
%Keene litevieg only few's:
4
snanon and chips Call SIPOCially Meuse eft
Iligmbem iml VINO
ier
tree
estimates
See
*owed
caterers 4
Per
sidle mid Aismiumm
Kerne 4344343 or Sob weddings and r••
trim lord hisses.
Kemp 1r QS 43ti
csoteesi Coy 44311610 ;
9811
.
11 11olablLake Reariew alien Air WIT 1AIIMINT
WO
conalitioners. small a. make wet basement%
Meilbw
'Henan repaired 474 err
Wets compietete
713-1873
•
guaranteed
Cali or
APPLIANCE Licensed electrician tor write Morgan Cmn
strectien Cs Its I Si.
SERVICE
Kenmore. residential and corn
W•stinehous•, martial Healing and tei A. Paducah K
MIME sr cell lid PM&
Whirlpool 10 years aircoadltion. gas in
experience Parts and %foliation and reoeir
service lobby Hopper Peons 7137102
Sob's Appliance Ser.
vice 202 5. Sth St
S 3
4
7 2
753 MI6(horn')
Bob's Home Improve
mint. 17 veers evading
11, epseislise k seem
experience, remodel
neet pies* wok. Ising, additions. concrete
work, repairs. 90004'81
stud water aese end
home maintainc• Cali
wider memos.
753-4501.
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SWIM 44-.
Mei= ai Won odig.
culls Kiel Veil
WINK C111 urn u
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MILS MINS
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•
We buy 1st arse ind
mortgages at • discount
from individuals and
Companies Credit
Thrift $p. Air Cogger
V/1111.114 Cole. Ided11011,
7535573
Will seamen mind saws
circular saws
and
chain saws 753 1614

Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
esp. shooing. complete
B uild and Repair removal and more Call
tobacco barns. Free B OVER'S TREE
estimate. Call 435 4347.
SERVICE for Pro
CARPET CLEANING, f•ssional tree care
Free Estimates. 334036 or 7530331
Satisfied references
Painting Paperhanging
Vibra Steam or Quick
Commercial
D ry Cleaning
AAA
Castes
Residential Interior
(Upholstery Cleaning). E xterior Farm
Made
Cabinets
Lee's Carpet Cleaning Buildings 25 years
753-5427.
experience
bookcases,
Tremon
Nat.
Chimney Sweeps. Call Farris 759 19117
skis,
Curls
now to secure an appointment. 4354348 or •
Cabinets
etc.
ROOS SAIlDiNil
762,4792
Roassisaisie
AND
RUNYON
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, been
436-2564
211 years esperiewee.
dations, drive ways,
-11MIMMI
Mmammolo
%Hoed flews we
sidewalks, patios, and
Free Colton
speciality.
chimneys Free es
timatts. Call 753-5476.
AKC registered black
1001.AO
Lab mix with calahoula
ROOS CO.
Cur puppies free to good
•••11.1114
-- 334-6127
hem. 753 9366 Pew
10-rn

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
Wo do any typo
of doming.
474-8838

FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673
Faye'S Monogram
Don't delay. Now taking
Christmas orders. 753
3604.
Fence sales at Soars
now. Call Sears 753-7310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
periencii Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing
rooting, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 4742159, nights 474-2276.

Reef* Al Types, 15
years experience, dl
wort gusrenteed. Dips
Ifferees, 419-2510
or 345-2402.

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent
Located Downtown Murray,
$25.00 Fir month for aN tiros.
Cd 753-1916 ash for Tod
13•18noy.
Money Lodger & Tinos

WALLIS DRUG
4111011,1111111'NM NW NM
•IINPITAL NNW Ni WIT AND MU
*WNW MINN COSMO
*NUM MOW MOMS
hoe Bainry se Presnielhas

Oil Win

ST LEO'S CHURCH BAZAAR
12th & Payee Street
Sew* Oct. 30,9 AM -4 PM
Asserted Bako Salo
Yard Sale
Craft Sale
Raffle tickets sold at deer ea Afghan
Mg Groceries (Werth $25.00)
Cash prize: $25.00

Guitar lessons. Have
experience and references. 753-3686.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut.
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
JC & C Sheeting Vinyl,
aluminum, steel IL vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses.
Also fiberglass shake
siding. We 8190 put on or
repair galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
siding for barns. 7911600 office or 7S34n21
home.
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▪ Mil tee large er Mod
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ee surs. Si sr dim.
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St. lee's Women's Guild.
Funds will

support Parish octivitioS
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IOW
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Writ AEA Ilve Oe Yaw Oro acre Esedkre. ••11
drr•-r l• prime trona area with • ere Irmo el Oreurpt
no.
(Merge 611101118 and drum vie re frearieg

Rath Ryon, Rooters
liwy 94 feet
753-5334.

512-354-1171
Write fir inaliores: Roe. I, lea
Lerma, Ey. 42045

441 Hwy. AS,
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Vanderbilt doctor talks about smoking before surgery

OBITUARIES

Guy Jackson dies at hospital Mrs. Roberson's rites today

Guy Jackson, 72, Rt. 1,
Alm°, died today at 3:17
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The Calloway man was
a retired employee o4he
maintenance department, Murray State
University. He was a
member of the Hickory
Grove Church of Christ.
Born March 12, 1910, in
Calloway County, he was

R.E. Fretz
rites planned
The funeral for Raymond E. Fretz will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
The Rev. Louis F.
Piskula will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bob
Hudson, John Evans, Al
Gay, Larry Wheeler, Joe
Gertzen and D.H. Stubblefield.
Burial rites will be
Monday at 1 p.m. at St.
John's Cemetery, North
St. Louis County, Mo.
Friends may call at the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home from 7 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Friday).
Prayers will be said at
7:30 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Mr. Fretz, 71, 502 Beale
St., died Thursday at
10:15 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospial.
He was retired from the
Aeronautical Center at
St. Louis, Mo. Born July
27, 1911, in St. Louis County, Mo., he was the son of
the late Elmer E. Fretz
and Estelle Walsh Fretz.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Margaret Felty Fretz; one brother,
Joseph Fretz, Louisville;
one niece, Joann Fretz,
Larkspur, Calif.

the son of the late R.L.
Jackson and Ida Irvan
Jackson.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lucille Baker
Jackson, to whom he was
married Sept. 7, DM; two
sons, Jimmy Jackson,
Paducah, and Randy
Jackson, Murray.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. John (Helen)
Anderson, Hardin; one
brother, Irvan Jackson,
Rt. 2; three grandchildren, Holly, Rebecca
and Susan Jackson.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Harold Irvan and Lindon
Ferguson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 11
a.m. Saturday.

Services for Mrs
Mildred Roberson'are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale
is officiating with Jerry
Bolls directing the
singers from Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Serving as pallbearers
are Earl Steele, Phillip
Lassiter, Tim Murphy,
Steve Seaford, Lubie
Roberts and Joe
Rowland. Burial will

follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Mrs. Roberson, 62, Rt.
4, died Wednesday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

KLINT KELLY

- MAYFIELD KY.
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Federal-State Market News Service Friday October 29, 1942
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
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Tickets 3.50-Adults
2.00-Children & Senior Citizens
Information 759-1752

"We'll be there for you"

Grimy
I
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---M1111116,

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore, Murray
753-1 492

This Sunday October 31st
At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

a

9

•

•

No Way To Lose With These Deals.
This Sunday
You Can Bid
On One Of 25
Used Cars With No Pressure To Buy
*There Will Be No Salesmen Present
'Browse Thru The Selected Cars With No
Pressure
*You Decide What You Think The Car Is
Worth And Make A Bid.

e

32% .4
31 -16
-%
9% um
311% -36
3544 +%
1.2% -614
32% -%
MK +It
11% +36
X% -%
71% me.
-%
79% um
41% -9.
22110. 21A.
0% Au
41 4-%
0% -%
Wh •Vt
II% loc.
35%."

22/
3
4 +3
/
4

BNB.

24 34

Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071

After Looking At The Selected Cars Write Down
Your Name & Phone Number And Your Bid On The
Car You Like. Drop Your Bid In Our Suggestion Box
And We Will Contact The Best Bid On Monday To
Talk To You.

There Is No Obligation To Buy
We Will Only Contact Serious Offers
So You Can't Loose-You Name The Price
And There's No Obligation And
No Salesman This Sunday

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

10-5 daffy 10-6 Fri.

5.

Why: We have the financial knowledge
to assist with any questions you might
have. Stop by for your personal tour of
these homes.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SWAY
OPEN SUNDAY

•idote

EASING RATES SPUR
HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
LOOKERS AND BUYERS
ALL WELCOME
OPEN HOUSE
Where: 1002 Irene Terrace
and
212 North 13th Street
When: Sunday-October 31,
1982
from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

247-0673 or 1-800-592-348E

Industrial Average ....

Name Brand Shoes
for the entire fenny
at discount prices

Paid For By Friends of the

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.

Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.

CF.F V,eld

VOTE NOV. 2, 1982

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

0

Air Producis
Ashland
American Telephone
CMYRIkt
Duped
rad
GAY .
General Dynamics
General Motors
General TIre
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
1.824
J.C. Paw
Juice
R Mart
Nowak
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tatra*
Wal Mart
Want'
Wetter'u

the blood and decrease
Xanikeen said many Vanderbilt lest was the
the oxygen delivered to doctors request that pe- first to lediaste that 12
tients stop smoking hours without a cigarette
tite body's tiasues.
Kambam said reduced before surgery, but the was sufficient
oxygen supplies during
surgery can cause tissue
and organ damage as
well as boost the risk of
heart attack, brain
damage and liver failure.
Tests showed carbon
monoxide significantly
reduced hemoglobin's
ability to transport oxygen in 10 volunteers who
smoked at least one pack
of cigarettes a day, the
doctor said. However, oxygen levels returned to
normal when the
volunteers stopped smok- "An
independent voice, for
ing for about 12 hours, he
dent system"
said.

She is survived by her
husband, Harley Roberson; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Lassiter;
three sons, Dana, Donald Ford on television
and Larry Roberson; one
WASHINGTON(AP)—
brother, J.D. Lassiter; Sen. Wendell Ford, Dthree grandchildren
Ky., chairman of the
Democratic Senatorial
Priests start own mass celebration
Campaign Committee,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. St. Pius X were invited by will be interviewed Sun(AP) —A group of priests about 50 Catholics who day on CBS-TV's "Face
who have refused to ac- are dissatisfied with The Nation."
cept the reforms of the changes in the church
The Kerrey-Calloway Comity
Roman Catholic Church brought on by Vatican II.
Community Theatre
will begin celebrating the
At first, a priest will
presents_
Latin Mass in Louisville come to Louisville about
on Sunday.
every other Sunday,
Hurst said, but the socieJoseph Hurst, a ty eventually wants to set
Shirley
Louisville resident, said up a church and school
acksiee's
priests in the Society of with a full-time nest.
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Mrs.Starast
OPEN SUNDAY
dies Thursday
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OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY
e lei
AY
AY
RUDOLPH'S
AY
AY
AY
Will Be Open
AY
SUNDAYS Beginning AY
This Sunday Oct.
AY
31st - Watch
AY
This Paper For
AY
Stock market.
Specials!
Sundays 1:00 to 5:00 AY
1' AY
▪ T
ur
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPENSUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
OPEN SUNDAY OPEN SUNDAY
90 DAYS SAME As CASH.,,-,,LITPV:ir
Mrs. Hester Walker
Starast, 83, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Thursday at 1:47
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
the widow of Eli Starast.
The deceased was a
member of the Primitive
Baptist Church. Born
Sept. 14, 1899, in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late
William Manuel Walker
and Agnes Parker
Walker.
Mrs. Starast is survived by six nephews, Marshall Brandon, Rt. 1,
Almo, Wilford Brandon,
Paducah, Frank Brandon, Allen Park, Mich.,
Wasson Brandon, Hazel,
and Gene Brandon and
Junior Brandon, Murray.
Also surviving is an uncle, Mark Parker, Murray, and a cousin, Dorris
Parise, Detroit, Mich.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Elder
Arlie Larimer will officiate.
Her six nephews will
serve as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Ivy
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Hospital patients
reduce the chances of
heart attack, liver failure
and brain damage if they
do not smoke 12 hours
before surgery,a Vanderbilt University doctor
says.
Dr. Jayakumar Kambarn, assistant professor
of anesthesiology, said
Monday that smoking can
reduce oxygen carried in
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1:1 "
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APPROv 10 CREDIT

RUDOLPH TIRES ALIGNMENT

RUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT Tsr-01575

U.S. 6415.

751-2617

